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WOOD0 magazine we

aim to inform, entertain,
and inspire you in all

that we do. Hopefully, in most
instances, we sllcceed. And
while research, fact-finding,
and carefully written words
are at the core of our efforts,

there is more, much more, to
our publication.
That's why I'd like to say a
great big "Thank You~ to all of
the photographers, illustrators, and graphic designers
who work so hard to present

OCopyright M~rmlth CoJpor:ulon 1999
All riglns R'SClVed. Printed in the U.S.fi.
8~II~r 1Jom~.

It requires lots of planning and execution to create
the beautiful photos and other graphics you see In

our ideas attractively in the each Issue of our magazine.
magaune. Their job is 10 entice yOll
in November, long after the summer
into reading each and every article
foliage had died out Fortunately, we
and to make the information as easy
were able to set up in the cozy canfines of a glass dome at the Des
as possible for you to find and use.
As an example of one of the many
Moines Botanical Center. In total, the
things we 00 to provide you with
photograph took almost half a day to
great-looking visuals and graphics,
make. And that doesn't count the
take a look at the photo above. It
planning and preparation time before
the shoot.
shows a photographer, photo stylist,
and an editor setting up the photo for
Multiply this effort many times over,
the collapsible adirondack chair that's
and you will have a sense as to how
on the cover of this issue.
much effort goes into the making of
You might be interested to know
each issue of WOOD magazine.
that we took this summertime photo
Thanks, everyone!

PhOlOgrallhs: HelheringlOn PhUlography:
Tom KUjawski
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y congratulations go Ollt also to
Mike Jagielo, who walked away
with the Grand Prize in this year's
Build-A-GiftrN contest. (Watch for the
winning projects in the OCtober issue.)
Mike, who hails from Almond,
Wisconsin, has won several other
prizes in previous WOOD magazine
contests. This time, though, he reall}'
outdid himself. He entered "Grandpa's
Old Tractor," a wonderfully creative
battery-operated vehicle whose various parts rock, flap, move up and
down, and rotate when set in motion
by the switch behind the driver.
Mike, thanks for pUlting so much of
your woodworking skill into this project. And do enjoy the Dodge Dakota
Pickup you won. You deserve it.•

and Gard~,," WOODe magaZine (I5SN·
0743·894X) is published nine times. ye.r in }.nu.ry,
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Mike Jaglelo
(center) earned
a new Dodge
Dakota pickup
with his GrandPrize-winning
"Grandpa's Old
Tractor" shown
right. WOWI

Your next woodworking show is as
close as your computcr and can be
enjoyed from the comforts of your
home. WOOD SHOW 4 opens Friday,
April 16, and will nlll for 10 days. The
show will feature woodworking cools
and supplies booths, show specials,
:tnd your chance to post: questions to
woodworking experts from around
the country. Included will be specialists in finishing, tool buying, woodturning, and furniture design. There's
no admission, and we'll be offering
plcnty of freebies for all who attend.
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999

MORE PRECISION
A full line of saw blades,
dado sets and cutter heads
deliver the perfect cuts.

Ask for Genuine Delta
Accessories when you
visit your Delta dealer.
Whether you're buying
a new Delta machine
or upgrading an old
one, (even another
manufacturer's machine)
the good stuff
is the stuff in the
Delta package.

l!
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MORE
.VERSATIUTY
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Table top
a=essO!ies
such as a
Delta tennoning
jig or extra
miter gages
or hold downs

can make

your saw
wOl'k harder.

MORE OPTIONS
Specify a Unifence" or Biesemeyer Fence,
depending on your needs.

More Of A Good Thing.

MORE$AFETY
Various table extenslons or a
Deluxe Uniguard' Blade Guard
let you handle large jobs.

LESS DUST
Breathe easy. Darta has a full line of
dust collection a=essorles.

DIE

MORE MOBIUTY
Shuttle any machine to
wherever
you need
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... a
hefty mobile
base.it with

POWER

Your Delta dealer can accessorize any machine-from band saws
to drill presses, to shapers, to table saws-with the stuff that'll make that
machine more valuable in your shop. For the name of the Delta dealer
nearest you. call Delta International Machinery Corp., 800-438-2486.

In Canada, 519-836-2840.
Proud sponsor of The New Yankee Workshop with Norm Abram
and The American Woodshop with Scott Phillips.
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CELTA

www.dertawoodworking.com

ROPE TURNINGS
OAK and MAPLE

This is the way a board really cups
On page 32 of issue

#

II 0 of

r--m77TITrn'n"',------,

WOOD!! magazine, you illus-

trate a cupped board before
face-jointing. You have thiS
picture drawn backwards. The
board shown is cupped in the
direction of the growth rings.
In reality a board will alW1.ys
cup in the opposite direction
of the growth rings.
-Lorry IIlclu,

Tangential movement

Coiumbus. Oblo

center
You're absolutely rigbt,
Larry. Tbe cUPPing you ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
describe is caused by differing radial grain and movement, wbereas the
and tangential sbrinkage-the face other face that was towards the oue-.
of the board tbat was closer to tbe side of the tree has more tangential
center of tbe tree bas more radial graitJ which moves less.
A plalnsawn board cups away from the
of the tree as it dries.
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Fathers, sons, and a shared love of wood

FREE CATALOGUE
'fI{;,J,9...,.,. ;:'». v.
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I would like to thank everyone
involved in producing WOOD magazine for the pleasure it has brought
to my 82-year--old father who passed
away last August. My father and I
have been long-time subscribers,
and though he resided in Florida
and I in Colorado, we talked weekly,
sharing woodworking stories and

discussing anicles from your magazine. Taught by my grandfather, my
dad worked with wood all of his life,
and passed the bug on to me, More
than anything, 1 know he cherished
his tools, projects, woodworking
books, and WOOD magazine coUection. Thank you.
-Rick Brocb,l, LittletOIl, Colo.
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A correction for the segmented bowl
We goofed in the story in issue _112
of WOOD. magazine titied, -Lathe
Artistry," The, I II:!" X J6~ pieces of
curly maple m layer JIB should
have been 3//6~ thick, not /AI~ as tbe

top cutting chart on page 81 and
Hiustration on page 82 showed.
T
W
L
Number Layer
:vi,'
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16"
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Speak your mind
We welcome your comments, criticisms, suggestiOns. and yes. even com·
pliments, We'll publish letters of the greatest benefit to our readers.
Write to: Talking Back, WOOD Magazine, 1716 Locust St., GA31O, Des
Moines, 1A 50309-3023

eo..-

~~

WUWI T. KERR, PreIidn rei
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Continued on pa~ 8
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Continued/rom page 6

Added dimensions
for the Morris chair
In issue #112 of WOOD. magazine
we featured a Morris chair on pages
52-58. In the top view of the armrest
in the WOOD PAITERNS. insert, we
would like to add the dimensions as
shown right. Also, please delete the
3" dimension in the upper left hand
comer of the template form.

5f'--TO-'),O<;P)~-Ew---51··1""-··-------4.rl/·-·-----i-·F-·li-·1-~'"
I.

12'

12'

I

12'
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An accurate waY to drill pen blanks
I would like to add to the information
from page 92, issue #109 of WOOD
magaZine regarding drilling holes in
pen blanks.
I've tried jigs like the one you suggest, but found that the off-centering
problems persist. I attribute this to
the possible movement you get with
these hand-held jigs.
Here's a better way: I clamp the
blank in a hand screw clamp and
check for verticality with a square.

Then, I bring the drill bit down so it
is centered on the blank and hold it.
Next, I clamp the hand screw damp
down to the drill-press table with
another clamp, and drill. This is simpIe, fast, and works every time.
-Bruu Long, Westfield, NJ.

Good tip, Bruce. Readers already
owning a jig for drilling pen blanks
also can use a fence and a stop to
bold tbe jig steady.
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Preferred By Professionals To
The least expensive item in your workshop
just might be the most huportant. With all
the 1ime and money you've invested in your
project, why trnst anything else?

fJCf

1hJsled By Professionals For Over 45 Years.

Technical ServIce 1.SQO-347-GLUIl

www.frankllnl.oom

Oops! Off by an inch!
&vt::ral readers called us on an incorrect dimension on the box-joint jig
plan in issue #108, which shows a
1.}i2" hole bored r from the end of the
indexing blocks, Part I. The correct
dimension is I" from the end.

Rely on Yellow
to make the cut.
Hole Saws

50 standard sizes and a dozen kits to saw throughllirtually any
material. Plus, our pre.assembled QuIdl:-511o'r Arbor and saw
system-for convenience and design, it's the best there is.

Hacksaw
and Blades

IM

Our new, faster cunir€ Bearcat
BGTbknetal blades with ground teeth combine with
our HI'Men.......... frame wtich proWtes
a 28,000 PSI setti'g fer' opi'naI pefformance.
Twisti~ and binding are eliminated.

~"

Jigs Be Recip Blades
Irw:ilstriaI quaIlty btacies featLre heaYjdt.ty, bknetal ccnstru:::tion,
special heat~ teeth, ~ tooth designs cn::t an
exhaustiYe seIectioo of ~, shapes aod styles.

StOttett"
The L. S. Starrett Company
121 Crescent Street, Athol, MA 01331
Tel: 1-800-541..asa7 • Fax: (978) 249-8495

VIsIt us on the web at www.starrett.com

Poly-V belts improve
performance
The=: new Ridgid line of power tools
has arrived, and there is one thing I

"COM'AII THI 'ACTII~

wish to commend the manufacturer

for: poly.v drive belts on its 10" tablesaws. I have replaced all of the solid

Compare the RBI Valuel

and stiff V-belts on my power tools

5 Year Commercial Rated Warranl
Power House: 1/5 HP DC Motor
2-518" Maximum Cutting Thickness
ual osition war lade Holder
FREE stand with
sawl
He
0
lruction: 93 100.
Exclusive: Zero
~
elusive: lOCk ensioni

with notched or segmented V-belts
because they flex benet and provide
more grip on the pulley surfaces. I
am currently funning eight such

belts, and have never had to replace
any of them (one is 15 years old). If
poly-V belts C2Jl run for thousands of
hours on an automobile engine in
severe conditions, they'll certainly
hold up in woodworking equipment.
Also: Why do manufaclUrers still

markel drill presses w/[h round
machinist's tables to woodworkers?
Square or rectangular tables are
much better for woodworking
because they work so much better
with woodworking jigs.•
-Jnm(>s T. Rucker, Houston

Automatic· Upper Arm Uft
I
""
Aircraft Aluminum
Construction
Dust
Uec!OI'" Port
Made In U A
70 Years Experience

rbi~inc,

GIINi~lfflHtBMM
'801
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Heat holds the answer for
bending thick steel rod
Sure, you can bend steel cold. But for
making 90 0 angles in ~·-diameter
steel rod for the Irish mail's crank,
heat is the only answer. Heated to a
dull red glow (about 1,000 degrees F),
the ~- steel becomcs plastic enough
to bend by hand force, as shown
below, though nOt quite with your
bare hands.
You'il need a propane torch to heat
the steel. The heating will go quicker
if you fuel your torch with MAPP gas,
which burns with a 5,300-degree
flame, nearly 16 percent hotter than
propane. Standard propane torches
usually will burn MAPP gas, and it'S
readily available from most hardware
retailers in I-lb. bottles. that look like
propane containers.
In addition to the torch, you'll need
an IS" length of .W" black or galvanized pipe and a bench-mounted vise.
We used a woodworking vise, but a
machinist's vise would be bcst.

You may be tempted to don a pair
of leather gloves for working with
hot metal. But a blacksmith once
warned us that leather gloves pose a
danger because they hold heat. If you
grab hot metal with your leathergloved hand you won't immediately
feel the heat. By the time you do feel
it and drop the metal, the glove itself
will have become hot enough to
burn you. He suggests cotton (not
polyester) work gloves (just to keep
from getting tOO diny and to shield
your skin from radiant heat) or even
bare hands. Either way, you'll sense
instantly that the metal you're reaching for is too hot to grab by hand.
Measure and mark the metal
before you light the torch.
Mark the center of each bend on the
steel rod with ordinary blackboard
chalk or a welder's soapstone. Either
will make a line that glows to remain
visible as you heat the metal, as
shown in the photo above.

For the crank, we decided to make
the bend fanhest from the end first,
as shown in the illustration. In general, this is a good rule to follow
because it lets you make each bend
on a Straight section. Grip the rod in
the vise, placing the mark for the first
bend about 6- above the vise jaws.
Now, It's time to bring
some fire to your work
Play the torch flame over the rod,
moving about 1" each way from the
mark. When the rod glows red, Slip
the pipe over the end, placing the lip
of the pipe at the mark. Bend the rod
away from you, as shown below left.
Keep the metal hot as you make
the bend. You could end up with a
wrinkly bend if yotl allow the metal
to cool too much while bending it.
Slide the pipe off the rod to check
the 90 0 angle with a try square.•
1'1lologl1lphs: lICIhcr:lngll)fl PlIotOiV"Phy
1IIuj./r:nlon: Ronnne leMoine: LornaJohl1SOf1

Heat the rod until it glows red. Unplaled sleel Is the best choice for hot bending; If
you heal bright-plated steel, be sure there is adequate ventilation.
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WHERE SAFETY BEGINS

Magnetic starters
How foolproof are they?
ost of the large planers reviewed

M

in thiS issue (see page 50) have a

device called a magnetic starter
mounted 10 them. You'll also find
these starters on s9me industrialgrade tab!esaws, shapers, and other
stationary machines. Unlike the typical on-off push sWitch, magnetic
starters protect you from a machine's
unexpected start-up after a power
outage. They do this with a set of
spring-loaded contacts, which only
separate to the ~off" position through
physical manipulation or loss of electric power. What you may not know
is that these switches can start your
tool when you least expect it, a fact
that was brought to OUf attention in
our internet discussion group
(WOO/) ONLINEo» at www.woodmagazine.com) by contributor craftsman Rick Christopherson.

A good bump
can" start up a machine
Depending on how the switch is
mounted 0!1 the machine, it might be
activated by unintentional bumping
or jarring of the power. tool. That's
because inside the starter YOU'll find
a relay that's controlled by magnets
and springs. A strong enough bump
can overcome the springs, letting the
contacts dose and the current flow
to the motor for an unexpected
machine stan-up.
How does the mounting affect the
switch? Manufacturers somctimes
use thin metal brackets to mount the
starters to the machine's body or
stand (see Photo A, which shows a
dangerous home-made retrofit of
original equipment). A bracket like
that can flex on impact, causing the
starter to jump enough [Q jar the
springs and start the machine. The
safest mounting spot for a magnetic
starter is on thc most solid, non-flexible part of the machine or its stand
(as shown in Photo 8).

14

A_ This retrofitted magnetic
starter-on a Jointer-cllcked on
following a sharp rap on Its plastic case_ The lightweight,. galvanized-steel angle It's mounted on
proves much too flexible.
B. A magnetic starter solidly
mounted to the base, as on this
shaper, can't be accidently jarred
Into sudden action.

How to check
for a magnetic starter
It's easy enough to check your
machincs to find out which ones
have magnetic starters. Simply switch
on each tool in tum, then unplug it
from the electrical source. Then,
plug it back in. If the tool runs, it
doesn't have a magnetic starter.
If you find that you have a tool with
a magnetic staner, give it a good rap
on the side of the switch housing
(not so hard that you damage the
switch) or bump the tool with a large
workpiece. If it starts up, at least you
know what to expect.
What should you do? Well, manufacturers put magnetic starters on
machines as safcty devices (and they
add to the cosO, so you don't want to
replace them with standard on-off
SWitches. But you might want to
remount thc starter in a more solid
position on the machine, if that's
possiblc. In lieu of that, makc it your
policy to always unplug machines
with magnetiC starters (all machines,
for that matter) before adjusting
them, performing maintenance,
changing blades, and the like. You
should also get in the habit of
unplugging all electric tools immediately after use.

A little more on switches,
the foot-operated kind
You may have at one time or another
considered replacing a manufacturer's on-off switch with one that's
foot-operated_ Well, there's a good
side and a bad side to foot switches.
The good side is that they let you
keep your hands busy with the workpiece. And that's fine for woodworking machines such as a scrollsaw or a
power carver. But for other woodworking tools, there's too much of a
bad side. First, it's just too easy to
accidentally step on them and unexpectedly start the tool. Second,
unless you buy quite an expensive
industrial-grade foot SWitch, it may
not be able to handle the current
drawn by the tool. That can cause
the electric motor to overheat..
Photographs: Helherlngtoll Photography

"Where Safety Begins" is written
by Mike Gililland, a safety consul·
tant and lifelong woodworker. If
you have a safety-related question, send it with an SASE to: The
Safety Man, WDDD!I Magazine,
1716 Locust St., GA310,
Des Moines, IA 50309-3023. Not all
questions will be published, but all will
receive an answer.
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THE BUSINESS SIDE OF WOODWORKING

Can A'v\bodworking Co-op

Work For YOU?
If you're just starting out or
simply tired of going it alone,
teaming up with other wood·
workers might be the answer.

W

oodworkjng~for

money or

enjoyment-often becomes a
solitary craft, but it doesn't
have to be. Cooperatives (sometimes
called guilds) provide a means for
woodworkers to socialize and pool
their resources for mutual benefit.
You'll discover two different types of

cooperative arrangements that can
help you reduce costs, improve your
marketing efforts, or both.

Find common ground
in "a shop cooperative
Shop cooperatives. in which woodworkers 'jointly own and use a common shop and tools, are relatively
rare. Some retirement communities
have them, but you must be a resident. Easier to find arc informal
arr.mgemems through woodworking
clubs or networks of woodworkers to
share shop lime or tools you haven't
yet acquired.
You also can create sharing arrange·
ments by finding established woodworkers willing to let yOli use their
shops during off hours for a fee. Or
you can rent space from woodworking supply stores that offer such deals.
The Woodcraft stores, based in
Parkersburg, West Virginia (304/4645211), is one chain that offers tJlis.
The down side? You don't have
access whenever you want, and what
you pay doesn't get you any c1~t to
owning anything. Buying tools on
credit may be a better option if you're
sure fou're going to be in woodworking for the long haul.

Join other woodworkers
to market your wares
You'll find a more common and
durable cooperative solution on the

16
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marketing side. Marketing cooperatives fill the role of retailers-but at
less cost than the full wholesale cut of
50 percent or more that retailers typically demand.
Northwest Fine Woodworking,
SCattle, Washington (206/625-0542),
makes one of the better examples of
how a marketing cooperative can
work. The co-op was founded in 1979
by a group of woodworkers who
pooled their money to open a small,
inexpensive retail space in Pioneer
Square, then ;l tun-down section of
Seattle. Both the woodworking co-op
store, called the Northwest GalleI")' of
Fine Woodworking, and the neighborhood soon became trendy. Today,
Northwest Fine Woodworking has 28
members, dozens more nonmember
exhibitors, and a second store in suburban Kirkland.
Beginning members pay a $500 initiation fee and monthly dues of $30 for
the first three years, then they're
waived. All members also pay a 32percent sales commission to cover coop expenses. That's up from 25 percent in the early days. But the co-op
now has a profeSSional director and
sales staff so members don't have to

maintain and man the store as was
required in the beginning.
The initiation fees may be steep for
beginners or part-timers. But nonmembers also can sell through the c0op, if their work is approved by a jUry
of co-op members. They do, though,
pay a 40·percent commission for
items priced $ J ,500 or above and 45
percent for lower-priced items. In
fact, most woodworkers who join the
co,op start as nonmembers before
they're considered for membership by
the co-op's board.
Details vary a 16t among co-ops, but
they're almost always a beller deal
than ordinary retailing. And they provide camaraderie along with marketing power.
-A lot of people join for the community aspect of it,- says Bob Spangler,
an eight'year member of Northwest
Fine Woodworking. -It's also one of
the best places I've el'er seen to market woodworking items. I sell 75 to
85 percent of my work through the
co-op gallery.-.
Wrlllen by J.ck NcJr, • 8.1.vi., Ohio, business
"'flter .nd .... thor or Alalu Your Woodworltf"l1
Pay for I,",!
l1lustration: IlrlanJcnsen
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THE FURNITURE REPAIR SHOP

Stick it to

Ugly Burns And Dents
A scratch left by a toy tractor,
an edge chipped by some
forgotten mishap, a cigarette
burn ... Over time, even the
best-eared-for furniture suffers a few wounds. Some
might add character, but
most are just plain ugly.
Here's how to fix them without refinishing.
An almond stick or flU stick, available

from many paint or hardware stores,
will hide shallow scratches. Simply
rub one of the right color
across the damaged area. For
deeper marring, turn to the
venerable furniture-repairer's
art, burning-in.
Burning-in calls for melting
solid finishing materlalcalled lacquer stick or shellac stick-into the damaged
spot. This makes a permanent repair that's often hard
to detect. Here's how to do
it. (Hint: You'll want to practice before you try your !land
at repairing the grand piano.)
• Scrape away any splinters
or charred wood with an
X-Acto knife or the point of an awl.
Blow or bmsh away the residue.
• Select a burn-in stick that matches
(or is close to) the color of the existing finish. You can mix colors by
melting more than one stick, too.
• Heat your burning-in tool. An electric burning-in iron, like the one
shown at right, is handy, but you can
do the job juSt as well with a small,
thin knife or spatula (shown in the
background of the photo) heated
over an alcohol lamp or can of sterno.
If you heat a blade over a flame, give
it a qUick wipe to remove soot before
melting the stick against it.
• Hold the heated tool above the
depression, and press the stick

against the side. Flow the melted finish into the damaged area, as shown
below. Then, press it in with the
heated blade. Be careful not to burn
the existing finish around the repair
with the tool. (Burning balm, included with the burning-in kit we used,
helps prevent heat damage.) The
repair should stand slightly above tile
surface. (Build up several applications, if necessary.)
• Level the repair after it cools. You
can do this by block-sanding with
320- or 400-grit wet-or..(iry sandpaper
lubricated with an oil. (Water might
mark the existing finish.) Use a

resilient block, and hold it flat against
the surface !O prevent cutting
through the finish near the repair.
• If necessary, draw grain lines to
blend the repaired area into the surrounding area. Dealers who sell burning-in materi.als also sell marker-like
graining pens to do this.
• Polish the leveled surface and the
surrounding area.
Where to buy It
If you can't find fill sticks or burningin tools and supplies locally,
Constantine's (800/223-8087) sells
the materials through mail-order.•
.... Press a burning-in slick agalnsl Ihe
heated 1001 to melt the solid finishing
material. Move the 1001 and the stick 10
flow the material into the damagl.."C1 area.
Smooth the repair with the heated tool.
, A cigaretle burn mars this small table_
You can repair the damage by melting
solid finish into It. Supplies shown
include a cork sanding block, electric
burning·in tool, a spatula For heating
over a flame, and burning-in sticks.

PholOgrnphs: Hetherington Photogrnph.y
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GREAT IDEAS

,OR YOUR SHOP

Ride 'em hard, then put 'em up

Knockdown
Sawhorses
air of sawhorses come in mighty handy when you
cut sbeet goods or need to set up a temporary work
};:
area. BUI where do you corral them when you're
not using them? If you build these sturdy horses, designed
by WOOD'!! magazine reader Wade Olson, you simply
break them down and hang them flat against the wall.
With no hardware to hiSS with, you can assemble and
disassemble the pieces in just a few seconds. Plus,
becausc they're made completely of wood, you'll never
have to worry about catching a saw blade 011 a metal
bracket or fastener.
One full sheet of¥!" plywood yields a pair of sawhorses.
You'll find full-size patterns for the ends of the beam and
stretcher in the WOOD PATTERNS. Insert in the middle
of this magazine.•

r:--;.

i?

1'hole

EXPLODED
VIEW

11° bevel

3 12"'
1

1" hole

o

Projttt design: Wade A. Ol'lOn. Colfal<. Wash.
PhOlographs: Baldwin Photography
llIustr.ulon: Roxanne LeMoine
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CUTTING DIAGRAM (For 2 sawhorses)

3/4 x 48

x 96' Plywood
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HOT OFF THE INTERNET

WOODWORKERS TO THE RESCUE
Comments, answers, and ideas from our
WOOD ONLINE!!> discussion groups

Note: If you would like more information on the
woodworking-related subjects featured here,
visit our WOOD ONLINE. discussion groups at
www.woodmagazine.com
Note, too, that we have edited all entries in the
inlerest of brevity and clarity while preserving
the message. Opinions expressed here are
those 01 our online participants.

GENERAL WOODWORKING

Take a swipe at snipe
~ I have a Makita Ir thickness planer

el also own a Makita l r planer and found it does not work like most

having a problem with snipe.
1 (Snipe is the depression found at the
j ends of a board's surface made by a
j planer's cllners.) What causes Ihis in a
j thickness planer?
j
-Bruce f)rew, XallspelJ, 1I01/t.

portable lhickncss planers. MOSt planers have a fIXed table and a movable cutterhcad. These units suffer from the cuuerhead moving. That is why Delta and
DeWalt came out with a locking cunerhead. Since the Makita has a fIXed CUIterhead, this is not an issue.
The first thing 10 do is 10 lay a siraigllledge through the machine contacting
the full lengths of the infeed and oulfced tables. Adjust the tables (using the
adjusting screws) to make sure the infeed table, the outfeed table, and the
planer table are aligned with e'dch other.
Also, make sure your blades are in good shape. If planing a long board, try to
support it when feeding it in and out so the weight of the board does not
press against the cuuerhead. Doing this I get very Tittle end snipe.
To reduce snipe to almost zero, t:tke very light cuts on the last couple of
passes through the planer.

l and :un

-GIeIfH Slrome, Londo., OHt.

I I~

support table.

\

+

-Jobn Hardtrn, Rancho Cucamonga, Cnlif.

..

FINISHING AND REFINISHING

When water makes its mark
We have solid maple end tables that
have been stained over the years with
water from coasters that have leaked.
How can I remove the- stains and get
the old shine back?
-Frtlllk Afm·tmo, HI/cbttllal', Ytl.

• Most likely the finish is a lacquer-based product. If you have ever sprayed a
clear coat in humid weather, you'll see it tunt milky. This is what happened to
your table. I very carefully have taken lacquer thinner on a rag, Wiped the
area, paused, and then Wiped again. The trick is not La cut through the finish.
You will slowly see the area clear up. The last time it look me 5 or 6 Wipes to
clear up the area.
-jll/lles K. TIJrusIJ, Wetumpktl, Altl.

[f the markings are white or milky colored, it's probably just damage to the
finish. If the stains are darker, it's likely to be damage to the wood, and some
more serious repairing will be needed, such as removing the old flOish .

•

~.~~.~~~~: ..~~~.~~~~~~ ..~~.: .

..I
Even-Steven staining
After scaTing end grain in preparation
for staining, how do you control the degree of stain on. the
sealer or ensure even staining on a project with
face grain and
end grain?
-Joblf Hibbs
Graltd Falls,

24

• I have had good results maintaining color consistency berwcen end grain
and the main body by using 2-lb cut blond shellac thinned 50 percent (with
denatured alcohol) making it l-Ib cut for scaling end grain rather than using a
ready-mixed sealer. As there can be some variation bcrween different woods, I
suggest trying a 1- or 2-lb cut on a piece of scrap. I find m<XIifying the sealer
much easier than matching colors.
-RiXJerl Schaub, Salem, Ore.

WilfdJ'or,

• Give the sealed end grain a light sanding prior to staining. This will give the
stain something to stick to. The coarser the paper, the more stain will adhere.•

Newf.

-WaYNe eolfrad, Orlando, Fla.
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Why bUy commercial blade guides
when wood ones will do?
While working on a project that
required precision sawing, I discovered that the fiber blade gUides on
my bandsaw were shot. Unable to
find new guides locally and unWilling
to wait a week for mail-order delivery, I looked for a temporary solution
in my shop. The answer was in my
dowel stock.

I cut twO pieces of ~~, 'Lr
red oak dowel,
each about 2" long, slipped them into
the guide holes, and tightened them
to the blade. The temporary fIX has
become permanent-I've been using
the wooden gUides nearly every day
for over 6 months, and they show virtually no wear.
~"

-JIIII 0'0,.ko, Wf"cheste,., Va.

If necessity Is the mother of Invention,
then Jim Gyorko's' need for blade
guides gave birth to our Top Shop Tip.

Since age eight, when he apprenticed
under his grandfather (a woodworking gUildmaster), jim Gyorko has
enjoyed his craft. These days, he passes his skills on to developmentally disabled adults at a private school in
West Virginia. In the school's woodshop, jim and his trainees cuscomize
bargain-basement furniture and resell
it to help support the school.
"Jim finds his work extremely rewarding. "When you see someone who has
spent a,long time working out a problem with a project, and suddenly the
light comes on, that'S payday," he
says. jim's preuy bright around the
shop, too, as you can sec from his Top
Shop Tip, above right. He plans co
keep his tool prize in the school's
shop so everyone can use it.
Send us a tip or trick from your shop
and we'll send you $40.if we publish
it. And, if your tip is judged the best
of the issue, you'll also win a tool
prize valued at over $250. We need a
photo or draWing of the tip, along
with a letter explaining it, and your
daytime telephone number. Mail it to:
Tips From Your Shop (and Ours)
WOOD Magazine
1716 Locust St., GA310
Des Moines, IA 50309-3023
We publish only original shop tips,
so please send your idea only to
WOOD@ magazine. And remember,
we can't return your submission.
Th,nk,!

~~
GI'.NF.RAIANTEREST IIDITOR

Bandsaw
guide holes

'--1-.1- 112' oak dowels
2··long

For submitting the Top Shop Tip,
Jim Gyorko wins a Craftsman 18·
volt cordless drill and trim saw kit.
Thanks, Jiml

Sometimes, you want
hinges to stick
Recemly, I made a clock with a
door that required mortising
hinges into the case, but not
the door. However, I had difficulty figuring out how to precisely position the hinge on the
door to drive the screws.
Finally, it occurred to me to
glue the door to the hinge until
I could pennanently attach it.
First, I cut mortises in the case and
attached one leaf of each hinge with
screws. After applying a tiny Spot of
polyurethane glue to the unattached
leaves, I put a small piece of cardstock
between the leaves of each hinge (to
keep them snug against the door).
Then, I carehllly set the door in place
and left it overnight. The next day,
when I opened the door I found the
glue held the hinges right where they
needed to be while I drilled holes and
screwed the hinges in place.
-Jack Ymmg, Saegertowl/, Pll.

STEP 2
Screw hinge
into mortise
STEP 3
in cabinet.
Align and glue door
to hinges. Screw hinges
onto door after glue dries.
STEP 1
Cut hinge mortise into cabinet only.
HINGE DETAIL
Door

~T'------i

Hinge

.---.-

Insert a temporary spacer
or wedge to keep hinge
flush against the door
while the glue dries.

o

Cabinet

COIliinuerl 011 page 28
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FROM YOWl SllOP lAND OURS)
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How to safely rip thin material
Here's a good way to rip thin, whippy material, such as
a Strip of laminate for self.edging a couRter or tabletop.
Clamp an auxiliary hold-down fence against your tablesaw's rip fence just high enough to let the material pass
under it. Push the work against the tablesaw fence as

you slide it through. (If your material slides under the
tablesaw fence you will need to add an auxiliary zeroclearance fence that contacts the tablesaw top. This
piece goes between the tablesaw fence and auxiliary
hold-down fence.) You may want to also use fingerboards or rip-guide wheels (mine came
from Leichtung, 800/321-6840) to hold
down the material.

aUXiliaryY:~~:;;' ...",

-Bnrney Howard, Sisters, On!.

Clamp
hoId-down
fence just -~_
above stock.

!

Fealherboard ~

J.--+ Auxiliary holddown fence
Fence

Sawblade--

Turn your drill press into a great lathe accessory
I needed 10 tum a 14"-diamcter plate, but my lathe has
only an II- capacity. Manufactured steady rests for outboard turning are Quite expensive, so I improvised my
own by pressing the table from my floor-standing drill

To do Ihis, I made the jig shown below. A pair of
threaded plasljc knobs and carriage bolts lock the jig
into the table's slot. Loosening the knobs lets me move
the rest in or QlIl. This jig also works weU for turning

press into service.

bowls and stool tops.
-Edward Gudnllmd$QR, MQOrbcad, MinN.

saw kert
3/8" hole
Holes sized to til

shank of 1001 rest

1/2" hole

thO

carriald

11/20 Ion size to lit
slots in ~ri I-press table)

1

Drill.press table

Continued 011 page 30

TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS)
Continued/rom page 29

A sticky situation

Low-cost bandsaw-blade
welding jig
Handsaw users can save significantly on blades if they
weld their own from a bulk roll of blade material. To do
this, you need to create a jig that holds the blade material
straight and true while you braze it. My inexpensive
design, shown below, holds both the back and sides in
perfect alignment. A pair of patia.door thumb locks (I
picked them lip at a local hardware store for less than $2
each) secure :HI and II.!" blades. Adding W spacer blocks
adapts the jig for \I.i~ blades. A notch in the middle keeps
the torch from burning the wood.
-Jobll St. Pierre, Pinckt/ey, Mlcb.

To make pressure-sensitive-adhesive (PSA) pads stick
better, preheat the sander's pad with friction by running
it against a nonmarring surface such as a scrap of carpet.
PSA pads that won't stick to a cold pad adhere readily to
one that's warm.
-Johant/es Mlchelsetl, Mat/chester Center, VI.

,._..

Wann the pad
before applying

'----:::::--:::::::

,
,

~"

. "'-...
.. -"" . . ....
'~-'

---e,

• C~rpet· • ~-_ _

. '.

A solution for cleaning filters
that's in the bag
When fmc dust clogs the pleated filter in my shop vacuum, I put the filter in a garbage bag and shake. it up and
down a few times. The dust settles in a minute or two,
and 95 percent of it ends up in the bottom of the bag.
-=--Redmond Blair, Burnaby, B.I;.
2" nolch in middle

3/4 X 4

Bandsaw
blade

x 8"

slock

Spacer block

Bandsaw
blade

J
Bevel adjoining ends of
blade before welding.

: :::::::.;>

Shop vacuum dust filter

!-__ Garbage bag
Shake bag up and down
10 remove dusl from
between pleats.

COntinued Qnpage 32
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Continued/rom page 30

Time-saving tip for
laying out a clock face
I've seen many methods of marking
out a time ring, but I never was
impressed with their accuracy. Here's
the foolproof method I use to divide a
circle into 12 equal sections for making a dock face.
-

Tbomns E. Ka,.Ilos, Medinah, IU.

STEP 1 Draw the time ring with a compass.
Draw a hotizontalline through the center of the
circle to establish the 3 and 9 positions.

-'9-'/r' "f

"75% of Wood Quality Problems
are Moisture Related*"

77--1

'''''

Equal
distance

",
\

,

,,
,,
,
"

Model L609
(Shopline)

-$148.00

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

"'"""::r,,,/,/
Equal

'

STEP 2 Resel the compass 10
a larger radius and strike arcs
from the 3 and 9 positions.

UThe most important tool in your shop"

Unknown moisture content can ruin your wood products.
Moisture content changes in all wood, even after it is kiln dried.
Know what you are buying and maintain proper moisture content
during each step of your work. Prevent splitting and chipping,
cupped or curved panels, fuzzy grain, gluing and joint problems,
which can all be moisture related.

STEP 3 Mark a line through the intersections
of the arcs to establish the 6 and 12 positions.
STEP 4 With the compass set at the radius
of the lime ring, mark off divisions on either
side of the 3, 6, 9, and 12 positions.

Wagner: the most accurate, affordable, wood friendly
and easiest to use moisture content measurement
technology available'!
*Visit our website www.wwwai:ner.comlo learn how important proper
moisture content is in woodworking and 10 take advantage of a
~
special online only price on the L609.

Radius of

1'"0

9

WAGNER
ELECTRONICS

Order toll free:

1·800·944·7078
Visa, MG, Arnex

0

r.:.Accepted!

~ .hopll'~

MTM Mootllrr Ml'tl"

*Call for a free industry study:
Eliminating Wood Problems
By Prof. Eugene Wengert
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Tips from a
glue gunslinger
Hotmelt glue makes a strong, quick
bond for joints that won't get a lot of

stress, but it's also great for holding
temporary joints while drilling or
matching things lip. Because it allows
for some play before the glue dries,
I've used it for positioning drawer
glides. I glue them in place first, then
move the drawer in and out to get a
good fil.

HOlmelt glue also works great for
aligning drawer fronts in a cabinet.
After completing the cabinet and

installing the drawer boxes, I apply
small dabs of hotmelt glue on the
fronts and press them onto the
boxes. Because the glue is soft until it
cools, I have time to adjust the fronts
for an even gap around them. Once

I'm happy with the look, I remove
the drawers from the cabinet and
permanently attach their fronts by
drilling and screwing from the inside
of the box fronts,
-Aleso Gollrhan, Oaklal/d, Calif,

Turn A Profit!

Make Elegant Pencrafting Projects In Minutes
For less lhan $5.00 and injUSl minules you can make
unique hand turned pmj«ls that sell for $20.00 and
up. Our selection of Ialhe projects includes ~aigluy
Hkl gold plated kits that ale easy lO tum and make

The Carba·Tee 3XL
Variable Speed
Mini Lathe I'MN11RSAU]
The perfect lallle

*274;

Turn)'OUr pencrafting projro.s

for pencrafling and
wming small proje<;1s. I\olh begin_
ners and experier>ctd tumus will

more easily,
qUickly, and
accurately.
-~
Duplicate from
a hand cut
pattern, 3-D L--,-_ _~
origi.w, or from PSl pre-rut Profile
Ternp!ates. Templal. setS
are available (or lwel,-e
project kits. The
Attochmem fits all
Carba-Tee, Ryobi. and
Jet· style mini-lathes.
Duplicates up to
10' long wilh a
deplh of cut up to
314' Th¢ CUlter is
HSS ground on both

Il,.....

apprttUte the q\L11ity and con""nknee ohhis t8SY to use, lull
[tatum! mini.lathe.with the
pu",hase of the CaTha-Tee
lathe you11 =rive a
FREE 35 minute
inslructional video
"Turning Pens
and Other

'""II

m~~fa

value!

Specificatians
, YatiabIe spttd 1/01 HP m<Jlor
, Cast i"'" comlruclion

o
Drawer fronl

.nds. lndudes a FREE
iJWructlonal video,
"Duplic:ating Auaclunem I'rojects
and 'ro:d1niques"- a $19.9:1 value!

" 12-1f.!" belween centers
"3M' a l6tpl Spindle wI,l MT
, 6" swing ",..r Ixd " Weighs 311""'nd<

o

Indudes extras warth $6S:
, Video tope "3" tool= ' 4 P""'ll spur center
, 2" &oeploIc " 2 bebs ' u... taUstod< cerw-wleup
&:p:>iro; inserts

Carbo Tee 3XL Mini Lathe SAVE $IS!
ICML3XL log """"-'299.05 ........CN.r I2749J/<fS St.

o
False drawer Iront

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUAI?ANrEE'

011.....0 .. FR"

...

If rail
alrea a

."'"

Apply several dabs of holmen ~Iue
10 fronl of drawer tor ease in aligning
false drawer fronllor final assembly,

~

Confimled 0" page 34

'·800·377·7297
www.pennsklt9ind.com/e-moil:psiodOpenn.toIeind.com

7MM 'SilMUNE"

SfAll:nRSEr

.IOl'i.>rd~" lOp.,., ~'DrilIGuide

" long ~ , a...hingI , DriI 8;1
'PKS5-n,1 MT lCorbo-Tee/SocnI ..
.... ,$75!l1
tpKS5-FL,2 MT (TlekIJ.
..
,.. $75 Sf'
tpKS5-<L 5/ll" 1Shcpsmii'lj """""ell< ,
$75 l£I
'PKS5-DL 3/8' ""d>.d """""el ~
170 1fT
Circle No. 75
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CIIcr ~ • •

FREE CATALOGI For more
;nforma';on about ~ncrafl;ng
equipment, kits, and supplies,
order by phane or email.

1/4' plywood back panel

Conl/ml(!(ljrom page 33

A nifty system for
dispensing fasteners
I use drywall screws extenSively in my
prOjects. Rather than store them in
their flimsy plastic packages, clunky
coffee cans, or breakable jars, I
designed the stor'dge/dispcnser system
shown at right.
I put screws intO the tOp of each bin
and select what I need from the selffeeding tray at the bottom. The acrylic
front panel lets me keep an eye on my
supply. Holes in the back panel allow
me to hang the unit on the wall, and a
cut-out handle lets me (ote it with me
to job locations. I can also double my
selection of screws by carrying two
units back-t<H>ack.
While I use my dispensers for various
size drywall screws, this design would
work just as well with other types of
screws, nails, or other fasteners. You
could make a scaled-down version to
handle brads and tacks.
-R..B.1U",es, V'e""a, Ohio

1/2" back t....

"--'~----~::':2:' ;;;;1''';';d;ow;e,'~'j3/4' hollonge
'/2"

"" '"

#a x 3/4' F.H.
wood screw

Xifo.....""

10'

6'

I'
1/2'-thick side

2'

I'

I~'.'~··F.H.
~
wood screws

,a x3/4" F.H.

wood

,en,w,
'/." plywood

front and bottom

V"

1/4" pfywood dividers glued 10

Irani, bottom, and back panels

Trips to the lumber yard will
never be the same with the...

Sorry, stuck screw,
you're all tapped out

~ACE

I read a tip in WOOLn magazine about
loosening frozen screws using a soldering iron and ice. When I encounter a
stuck screw, I first put the screwdriver
tip in the slot, apply turning pressure,
and gently tap the screwdriver with a .
mallet as shown below. If that doesn't
work, I'll try the iron, but I've had
good luck using this method.

- wm Christen,

ElgiN,

low"

EOVVARDS
ROLL-TOP-CDVERThis durable hard tonnwu
covu gives your truck atlded
steuritywith style /l1ld rttmcts

in seamds to ~ you full use

of your truck btd whmnJrr
additional spaa is nadd.
Roll-Top...We'tIt got you
Coveredl
www.pace-edwards.com
for more information call toll free 1 SSS ROLL-TOP
Cin:le No. 1985

AFEW MORE TIPS FROM
OUR WOODWORKING PROS
'Miter-cUlling crown molding can

be a challenge. Ol1jJoge 42, sec the
supportS we used on Ollf mitersaw
table for holding the molding flush

against both the table and fence
when ellning.
• For shop jigs and fixtures that
need an accurate measuring scale,
check out page 64. See how we

employed magnets to hold a steel
rule in place on OUf marking gauge.
•Are you handling your pressuretreated lumber with the respect it

deserves? Find Oul on page 66.
•How can you look at boards and
detennine if one will hold paint or
a clear frniSh beuer than another in
the great outdoors? See our stockselection tips on page 67.•
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An illustrated guide

How Dry
is Dry?
W

oodwo<1<ers work with dry wood.
But as you'll find out, it never remains
completely so. And it pays to discover V<IrTy.

Where you'll find the water
~ater

occurs in wood in two places. First, there's the fret:
w::lcer that fills the inside of the wood's cells. That's like water
in a bucket.
Second, water also infiltrates the cell W2lls. That's called bound
w::lter. Imagine squeezing a piece of cotton cheesecloth until all the
free water has drained away. The cloth, though, remains damp
becauS(: the material continues to contain moisture-tOe bound water.
When wood only contains bound water, it'S said to be at its fiber saturnlion point. And the bound water can be eliminated completely (0% moisture content) only by drying it somewhere with no relative humidity,
such as in an air-Light oven.

Wood likes water
Wood rates as a lIygroscopic substance. TImt is, it has an affinity for
water and readily absorbs it as liqUid
and vapor. This abJlity directly
depends on the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore,
the amount of moisture in wood
changes as the humidity changes.

How much moisture
is in wood'?
The total amount of water in any given piece
of wood is called its moisture content (MC).
And technically, it'S expressed as a pc;rcCntage of the oven<lry weight of the wood.
A piece of green wood is weighed,
then dried, then weighed again.
~~--=f::::=~~~
Suppose the wood weigh cd 40 l~ ~
pounds when green and only 30
pounds after drying. The 10 pountls
of water lost represents one-third of .
its oven-dry weight, so the wood. - _
would have had a 33~ percem moisture
coment. If the piece of wood had weighed
80 pounds when green, the 50 pounds of
water lost would have reflectcd a mOiSture
content' of 167 percent. The heanwood of
black cottonwood, for instance, frequently
has a moisture content of 162 percent, and
ax blows produce sprays of water!
Conltnued
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An illustrated guide

Why dry wood and finish it'?
In a tree, a liquid called sap (primarily water) carries dissolved minerals
and food that's manufaeturctl by the
leaves throughout me tree. Green
wood refers to boards sawn from
logs that had much of the original
sap still in them. But it can describe
rcwetted wood as well. Dry or seasoned wood has had most of the
sap rcmoved.
Generally, ther<;'s a
higher moiSlllre content in the sapwood
than in the heartwood of softwoods.
That's because the •
sapwood is ~living·
Unfinished
wood that carries
wood

nulrients. In hardwoods,
the difference between
sapwood and heartwood
varies with the species. And
due to growing conditions-a
north slope, river boltom, etc.moisture content can vary from tree
to tree. Moisture in the cell Struclure of wood makes It weaker than
wood
without
water. Of course, it's
impossible to keep
moisture completely
alit of wood-finishes only serve to
slow its movement
Finished
and the reaction of
wood
the wood.

Equilibrium moisture content.it's about humidity
Wood exposed to an atmosphere cOntaining constanl humidity will, in

time, reach a steady moisture<:onlenl condition-it doesn't gain or lose
moiSlllre. The numerical value of this stabile moisture content (MC) is
called the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of the wood, and is depen·
dent on the relative humidity and air temperature. Over much of the United
States, the outside conditions average 65 percent relative humidity, which
is 12 percent EMe. Therefore, wood under cover, yet exposed to outside
conditions winter and summer, will reach a 12 percent Me.
On the other hand, wood stored inside heated buildings in mid-winter can
reach an Me that ranges from 4-8 percent. If you know the atmospheriC
cOl;lditions, you can estimate the wood's moisture content with a chart like
the one be/ow. Remember, though, that changes in wood's Me arc a function of time, too, with rapid fluctuations on the wood's surface at first and
very slow changes inside.

EQUILlBIIIUM f\lOISTURE CqNTENT
OF WOOD AT 700 FARENHEIT
At hTgMl temperatures wOod win i-:-+-,--I---+~&o,+'
absorb less moisture.
Expose that ood to
80% I)umidity and th
~>-moisture content wTttrise about 5%.

I

t1

Th average home in wint~r
is etwee" 20-30% humidjtY.
.-.,u>M\,olsIU(e~CJ:l"!l'!?!:"LlDfLw
;s ty~;caIlY 6f8%~.~S"

o:-q-_L-+60%
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80%

Softwoods often
take to the air
Because softwoods generally end lip
being used for building construction
in higher relative humidity conditions
than hardwoods, it's not necessary for
suppliers to get their moisture content
lower than 12-15 percent, and that
can be done with air-drying.
Softwoods used in interior locations,
though, are dried to about 8 percent
Me. More drying than that tends to
cause brittleness and other problems
in machining.
The term kiln.<Jried means that wood
moisture was removed in a chamber
where air circulation, humidity, and
temperature were controlled. It also
implies a moisture content lower than
that in softwood construction lumber.
For softwood lumber of 1· thicknesss,
it' means a MC under 12 percent.
Softwoods also may be kiln-dried to
make them dry faster, lighten them for
shipping, or kill wood-born organisms.

Hardwoods get the
kiln treatment
Hardwoods sold for furniture, cabi·
nets, and other interior uses are u'aditionally kiln-dried following a schedule that limits loss from df)'ing
defects. Kiln-drying lowers moisture
content to somewhere between 6-8
percent. That's because the average
indoor humidity in most of North
America's homes ranges from 6-8
percent EMC.•
lIlustraOOM: Brian Jensen
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Whether you build one for
yourself or several for
friends and family, this waUhung timekeeper goes together quickly. We've made construction easy, too, by specifying store-bought cove
molding. And for help getting
the joints tight as they can
bel welve designed a simpleto-make clamping jig. Are
you ready?
42

Get off to a fast start by
machining the crown molding
1 Select a piece of oak crown molding
(WP-50) 3~" wide by 72" long, (In our
area this molding costs $2 per foot.)
2 Fit your tablesaw with a miter
gauge, and tilt the blade to 38 from
vertical. Attach an auxiliary wood
fence to your tablesaw's rip fence, and
cut a W rabbet along the edge of the
stock where shown on the Cutting the
Rabbet drawing. As shown in the Side
Section View drawing, the rabbet will
house the plywood back (B) later.
0

3 Crosscut a minimum of eight pieces
of the molding, each measuring 7W'
long, for the clock frame pieces (A).
ewe cut several extra pieces to have
on hand when test-mitering the pieces
in the following steps.)
4 As shown in Photo A, clamp or nail
a guide strip of wood to YOllr mitersaw or radial-arm saw table to hold
the molding flush against the saw
table and fence where shown on the
Mitersaw Table Section View.
S Angle the blade on your saw to
22~0 to the right of center. Then, add
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999

CUTTING THE RABBET
Tablesaw rip fence
Wood auxiliary fence

38'

V.. dado blade
tifted 38·

Tablesaw

SIDE SECTION VIEW
3W crown molding
~"

HC!nger
pilot hole W deep

#4 x ~" panhead
sheet-metal screw
Glass cover
Using 8 guide strip on the table and a stopblock against the fence for support, miter·
cut one end of each piece of cove molding.

Be'd
Silicone bead
to hOld glass
in place

V,"-<leep

rabbet for
~ywood

backing
Sand or rasp
clearance for
dial pan into
crown molding
where needed.

B

- Dial pan

MITERSAW TABLE

SECTION VIEW

I

Mitersaw";::H~

I""'" I

Surfaces flush _.1--"1 r'J I

crown molding
V." rabbet for

3~"

-

plywood backln
Surfaces flush
Guide strip

Using 8 mitered stop on the right-hand side of the blade, mlter-cut the opposite end of
each piece of molding at 22~-.

a stop block to the left side of the
blade. Miter-cut one end of each piece
of the molding as shown in PholoA.
6 Angle-cut one end of the stopblock
at 22Y.t-, and clamp the stopblock to
the right-hand side of the blade so the
miter-cut molding pieces will measure
exactly 4 1:}l6" long along the sbort
side where shown on the Parts View
drawing on the WOOD PA7TERNS*
insert in the center of the magazine.
(We test-cut scrap stock first to verify
the length. Also, because crown molding widths may vary, go by the inside
WOOD MAGAZtNE JUNE 1999

length when miter-CUUing the pieces.)
Miter-eut the opposite end of each
molding frame piece (A) as shown in
Photo B at 22W.

Assemble the cove molding
Into a handsome frame .
1 To clamp the frame pieces togelher
with tight-fitting joints, cut the plywood base and four stop strips to tJ1C
sizes listed on the Clamping the Frame
Pieces drawing. Mark diagonals to find
center, and drill a .$fl- hole through the
center of the plywood base.

Mitersaw table

2 Using the Parts View drawing on
the insert for reference, cut the octagonal clamp press to size and shape.
The cdges on the clamp press are
slightly radiused SO you can visually
check for tight miters when gluing
and clamping the frame pieces (A)
together. Drill a -Ht hole in the center
of the damp press.
3 Clamp two strips adjacent to each
other on one comer of the base. Keep
the two strips square 10 each other 011
the inside comer where shown on the
Qamp Press Base drawing.
Conrinued
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A Crown ],. =e.. .:. .w:. . .:e=l
Note: Pctform Steps 4 and 5 below
without glue first to check for tight
joints. Once verifiea, glue and clamp
the pieces together.
4 Place waxed paper on the base
where shown on Clamping the Frame
Pieces drawing. Test-fit the pieces
together with masking tape to check
the jOinlS. Spread glue on the mating
edges, and use tape to hold the
pieces. (We used white glue to allow
more working time.) Place the clock
frame on the base, and clamp the two

remaining strips in place. Use the four
strips lO push the frame pieces together and close-up the mitered joints.
S Place the %><4" carriage bolt through
the clamp-press base and through the
hole in the octagonal clamp press.
Add the washer and nut, and tighten
the nut against the clamp press to
close-up the joints on the top edge of
the frame. Wipe off any excess glue
with a damp clOlh. Leave the assembly clamped up overnight.
6 Remove the clock frame from the
clamping setup, and sand the outside
surface of the frame. Removing the
glue with a damp cloth when initially
gluing and clamping will make cleaning the joints a lot easier.

_

Add the back and clock
components to the frame
1 Cut the W plywood back (B) to fit
into the rabbeted opening on the
baGk side of the clock frame. Mark the
cemerpoint for the clock shaft hole
on the back piece, and drill the hole
where marked.
2 Glue the back (B) into the rabbeted
opening in the clock frame. Use a
weight to hold the back in place until
the glue dries.
3 Set the dial pan on lhe front of tlle
clock frame. Mark the locations of the
areas on the clock frame you'll need
to rasp or sand to shape to get the pan
to fit into the frame. See lhe Exploded
View, Parts View, and Side Section
View draWings for reference.
4 Finish-sand, stain, and finish the
clock frame. (We used Zar III
Walnut stain and several coats of
aerosol semi-gloss lacquer.)

It's time to attach the
clock parts to the frame
Note: Before attaching the hardware
to the clock frame, remove the hinge
pin separating the bezel from the
dial pan.
1 Turn the clock frame face down,
drill the pilot hole, and mOllnt the
hanger, centered on one of the molding pieces. See the Side Section View
for reference.
2 Position the dial pan centered in the
clock-frame opening with the hinge at
the top end (the same end as the
hanger). Drill seven Yi6~ holes through
the dial pan into the wood frame. Do
not drill a hole at the top, hinge end
of the er.l.me. (fa drill the pilot holes,
we used a #18~1" bnld with the head
snipped off for a drill bit.) Secure the
dial pan to the frame with brass
escutcheon pins. (We used a ~2" nail
set to set the pins. Be careful not to
Clock movement

3Vz" crown molding

v.-Plywood-iSS;t/'>~~,'_:Y/
Hinge Pin")

....

Double-laced lape used 10
hold clock lace 10 dial pan

EXPLODED
VIEW
A

Glass cover
Bezel

Sand or rasp clearance lor dial pan
inlo crown molding where needed.
Dial pan
Hands

#18 x 'h" brass
esculcheon pin

SEE THE
WOOD PATTERNS.
INSERT FOR PARTS
VIEW DRAWINGS

_-1-11--1- brass
#4 x v.- R.H.
wood screw
Wrillen by Markn Kc;mmet
Projc;cl Design: Jam~'S R. Downing
lIIustrJtions: ROl<'Innc I.cMoinc; Lorna Johnson
I'holographs: Helherington I'hOlogr:J.phy
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dent or bend the dial pan when pinning it in place.)
3 Place double-faced tape on the
outer surface of the dial pan where
shown on the Exploded View draw·
ing. Stick the clock face to the pan,
placing the XII at the top, hinge end
of the frame. Remove the protective
covering from the clock face.
4 Secure the clock movement to the
plywood back (B). Add the hands to
the protruding clock shaft.
S The bezel comes with a long tab on
the edge opposite the hinge. Trim the
tab to ~" long and file or sand a W
radius on the tab. Then, drill a Wl" hole
through the tab.
6 Mount the bezel to the dial pan with
the hinge pin.
7 Center the bezel over the dial pan.
Now, so as not to scratch the wood
frame with the tab, place a piece of
masking tape on the frame. Then,
carefully bend the tab to fit the angle
of the wood frame. Next, using the
hole in the tab as a guide, drill a ~"
hole into the wood frame for attaching the tab/bezel to the frame with a
#4xW' roundhead wood screw.
Remove the masking tape from the
wood frame.
8 Remove the hinge pin to separate
the bezel from the dial pan. Adhere
the glass cover to the bezel with a
fine bead of clear silicone. See the
Side Section View for reference.
After the silicone cures, reattach
the bezel/glass to the dial pan.
g Install the battery, set the time, and
hang the clock..
Supplies: Hanger with ....4xW pan-

head brass wood screw, .... Iaxw brass
escutcheon pins, ....4x!I.i· roundhead
brass wood screw, clear finish.

f

'¥s' hole, centered

12'

CLAMP
PRESS

CLAMPING THE FRAME PIECES

'¥s" hole In plywood, centered

Keep comers square.
Masking tape'

J

¥eo carriage bolt 4' long ...............

!

CLAMP PRESS BASE
Square and clamp comer.---'lE'

_-r- C-elamps

Buying Guide

Clock hardware kit. Quartz clock
movement, part no. 812002; one pair
of black 11' hands, part no. 816022;
II" iVOry dial with Roman numerals.
part no. 082563, 12W glass cover,
part no. 091208; 12'X1"-diam. bezel
with dial plate, part no. 087164. Kit
no. 084558, $79.65 ppd. S. LaRose,
Inc., 3223 Yanceyville St., P.O. Box
21208, Greensboro, NC 27420. Or caU
336/621-1936 to order.
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999
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They were classy, comfortable, quick
craft, those wooden boats of old. Here's
a look at an important chapter in powerboating history.

B

ack in 1894, thrillseeking vacationers

He and his older brother
Hank had joined lip to

on Michigan's St.

build boats in Algonac,

Clair River paid a nickel or
so 10 skip across the water

Michigan, some 10 years

at 5 mph in a powered
rowboat. At the helm was
Christopher Columbus
Smith, a boatbuilder as
well as an outdoors guide
and market huntcr.
In 1950, Chrfs-Craft was heavIly Into the production of
wood-planked cruisers at the
company's Holland, Michigan,
assembly plant.

earlier. What they began
there eventually became a

company name synony·
mous with powerboating
worldwide-Chris-Craft.

Speeding into the
20th century
The engine the brothers
had adapted to their rowboat was like a small steam
engine. But instead of
WOOD
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A cutaway illustration of a 1930, 22' runabout showed customers the constructIon features of a Chris-Craft all-wood boat.

....

In the urty

1940e through

water heated in its boiler,
it heated naptha. It wasn't
many years later, though,
that the gasoline engine
came along. And Chris
Smith jumped on it.
As then sole proprietor of
the ~Chris Smith & Co.,
Boat Builders and Boat
Livery,· he began powering his wooden boats with
the gasoline engines. The
Mrunabouts· he created
added the thrill of speed to
boating. By 1910 one of his
mahogany-planked boats
with its l00-hp engine was
clocked at 33 mph. Two
years later, the Chris Smithbuilt Baby Reliance II set a
record of 53.7 mph over a
measured mile-the first
time that any boat had
passed the 50-mph mark.
Into the 1920s, Chris
Smith's boats, driven by
racer Gar Wood, set speed
records everywhere they
went. One race even
defmed the materials that
were to become a ChrisCraft trademark.
To qualify for the 1920
international Harmswonh
Trophy speedboat race,
held in England, all boat
and engine materials mUSt

have originated in the
country of the entrant.
Smith's boats had always
been
planked
with
Honduras mahogany, but
Honduras was a protectorate of Great Britain. So
the boat that Gar Wood
was to pilot to victory was
constructed of Philippine
mahogany (actually nOt a
mahogany at all), which
met the rules because the
Philippine Islands were a
United States' protectorate.
From that time on, practically all wooden boats
from Algonac advertised
as "solid mahogany· were
made from Philippine
mahogany, with structural
members of native woods
such as white oak.
Following more than a
decade of racing achievements and technical innovations, Smith and Gar
Wood ended their association in 1922. From then
on, Chris Smith & Sons
Boat Company used its racing expenise and reputation to make and sell
wooden runabouts, now
brand-named Cbriscraft, to
the general public. With a
workforce of 30 men, the

the 1950s,
advertising
ond pn>duct
photos teetured the
"Girts of
Chrts-Cran. n Pictured
Is a 1941, 19' custom runlbout.

Prohibited from building pleasure boals during World
War II, Chrts-C1'8ft advertising touted whit might be IVIII·
able when the war was finally ovar.
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company built and shipped
a boat about every week
from spring through fall
that year. That number,
though, was sOQn to
change dramatically.

Runabouts come
of fashion
The Roaring Twenties produced more than a rage for
the Charleston. Buyers
were becoming more and
more interested in powerboating for fun and sociability. It was a boon to
boatbuilders, and none
more so than Chris Smith
& Sons.
The Algonac boatbuilders
took advantage of the
nation's new appetite for
powerboating, and by
1929 could produce over
900 units annually. But

Chris Smith & Sons did
something no other boatbuilders had tried: It standardized construction.
All boatbuiJders, including the Smiths, had always
built boars one by one. But
realizing that they could
sell more Cbrls-Crafts (as
their runabours were then
officially called) than they
could build, tbe Smiths
began experimenting with
standardizing models in
1924. They began to cut
parts from templates and
divide the work intO specialized crews that perfanned only one operation
on a hull instead of building the entire boat. The
changeover resulted in the
company producing some
models at the rate of a
boat-and-a-half a day.

In 1926, the Smiths once
again tried something
new-selling through franchised dealers, JUSt as cars
were sold. Previously, all
boars had been sold direct
from factory to CUStOmer.
That year, you could buy a
22' inboard Chris-Craft runabout for less than $2,000.
And that included electric
start and reverse as standard equipment items.
(raday, that same boat, in
excellent original or
restored condition, would
cost you about $20,000.)
With increased production and a growing dealer
network, the ·World's
Largest Builder of All
Mahogany Runabours- was
using a lot of wood. In
1927, for instance, Chris
Smith & Sons Boat

Company contracted for 1
million board feet of
Philippine mahogany-at a
cost of about 15 cents per
board foot.

The building of a
Chris·Craft
The boats built by the
Smiths had a reputation for
quality construction (see
the cutaway illustration on
page 47), even though
they were more or less
mass-produced. ChrisCrafts of the 1920s and
1930s and for years to
come featured doubleplanked bottoms of solid
Philippine mahogany. In
between was a water·repel·
lent layer of oiJ-soaked canvas. The keels were either
Philippine mahogany or
white oak. The oak, steambent, was used for the ribs.
Bolts and screws were
bronze (later, silicon
bronze), and the screw
holes were plugged with
Philippine
mahogany
~bungs,~ a name picked lip
from beer barrels.
Inside, hulls were coated
with linseed oil below the
water line, then covered
Top left. The cockpit of this
194(), 27' racing runabout displays the attention to finish
that Chris-Craft paid to the
wood trim or "brightwork."
Top. A 23', 1951 Chris-Craft
Holiday provides the fun of
family powerboating that the
company promoted.

Left. Busy New York lumberyards like this one provided
the Philippine mahogany that
Chris-eraft used in the 19205.
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with two coats of Valspar
marine varnish, followed
by paint. Outside, the hull
bottoms received a heavy
coat of green or gray paint.
All visible natural
wood-the Philippine
mahogany-on the hull,
decks, cowls, etc., was
rubbed with grain filler,
sanded, and covered with
four coat's of marine varnish. When the boat was
completed, upholstery and
aU, mechanics fined it with
an inboard engine. All
boats then were tested for
speed and handling along a
measured course on the SI.
Clair River.
Only for a few years following World War 11, when
wood shortages were
widespread, did Chris-Craft
depart from its quality constnlction. TIle boat company substituted white
cedar-or any other suitable wood it could findfor
the
then-scarce
Philippine mahogany it had
so long relied on. But
when substitutions were
made, management insisted that the hulls be painted
rather than stained and var·
nished as was traditional.

The end of an era
Chris-Craft survived the
Great Depression of the
1930s-barely-by introducing utility craft, which
cost less. By the early
1940s, the company was
up and running full speed
again, featuring nearly 100
models. During World War
II, Chris-Craft devoted
much of its production to
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999

the war effort. (As with all
boat manufacturers, Ihe
company was prohibited
from making pleasure craft
from 1943-45.) It built
landing craft, target boats,
aircraft rescue boats, and
command boats (resembling PT boats). These
required a switch to plywood, a foreign material to
the company, but one to
which it easily adapted.
TIle 19505 and 19605 saw
Chris-Craft embark in new
directions-kit boats (even
kit furnilure), outboard
mOtOrs, mahogany-and-fir
pl)'Wood boats, steel boats,
fiberglassed
plywood
boalS, and molded fiberglass boats. It was a period
of e·xperimentation and
great expansion.
Eventually, Chris-Cran
Industries-a publicly held
company-emerged when
the Smith family decided to
yield ownership. The
1960s also marked the end
of an cra as Chris-Craft
Industries completed the
transition from mahogany
to completely fiberglass
construction of its boats.
By the 1980s, not only
had the wooden boat long
left the scene, but so did
Chris-Craft as an independent boat manufacturer.
The company and the
name were acquired by
Outboard Marine Corporation (OMq in 1989.•

Edilor's note: The complete company archives of
the Chris-Craft boat division were donated by
Chris-Craft Industries, Inc.

to the Mariners' Museum in
Newport News, Virginia, in
1987. Also donated were
two early Chris-Cmft boats,
a 26' runabout and a 38'
commuter, both of which
have been restored to original condilion.
For more information
about Chris-Craft, sec Tbe
Legelld 01 Cbris-Cra!t b)'
Jeffrey L Rodcngcn, Write

Stuff Syndicate, Inc., Fort
Lauderdale, FL, 272 pages
with photographs, $49.95.
Written by hlcr ]. Sl:ephano
Color POOIOS 0( reslo~ Chris-Cnh
counc:sy of Norm W:rnganl_ Qasslc
Boaffllg; H ~ phoros c:ounc:sy 0/

The Mariners' Museum, Newport

-. """"'"-

Chris-Craft keep getting more popular
According to Mike O'Brien, senior editor of Wooden Boat
magaZine, Chris-Craft collectors represent a subculture
among wooden boat fanciers. "Chris-Crafts have the same
allure as Ford Model-A's or Mustangs,· says Wilson Wright,
director of the 2,600-member Chris-Craft Antique Boat Club.
"There were more Chris-Crafts made than any other boat;
consequently there are more of them left. There's a common
thread. A person with a one-of-a-kind boat by another manufacturer has nothing to compare it with"
The club's web site and magazine provide boating experiences, restoration how-to, and classified ads for Chris-Craft
boats and parts. Anyone with an interest in antique ChrisCraft boats (30 years old and older) can ;oin, bulthere's special status if you own one. Dues are 525 annually. For information, write Chris-Craft Antique Boat Club, Inc., 217 So.
Adams St., Tallahassee, Fl32301-1708. Or visit its web site
at www.chris-eraft.orgl.
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No matter how much tool you
have, it seems like you always
need just a little bit more. Well,
if you feel that way about your
portable planer, consider stepping up to a powerful stationary
model. We raced broad boards
through six machines priced
under $1,400 to help you pick a
thickness planer.

I'MTI'AcnJ

"The lowest-priced stationary planers
in our test cost about the same as the
highest-priced ponable units.
-Compared to their portable cousins,
Stationary models easily handle deep
cuts in stock that'S wider and thicker.
Plus, their powerful induction motors
are designed to be on the job all day,
every day.
"Plan on spending some time ehllng'
ing and setting the knives. The best
machines took about 30 minutes, the
others took :Irollnd 45.
-These big machines offer two feed
rates: high speed for rapid stock
removal and low speed for
smoother surfacing.

A bit about our
testing procedures
Before putting :l.l1y wood under the
knives, we perfonned a thorough tuneup, setting infeed and Dutfeed rollers,
chip-breakers, and belt tension according to the directions in the owner's
manual. We then removed and
replaced the knives and timed how
long it took to set them to within .001"
of parallel to the cutterhead and each
other. To measu~ snipe (see definiton
on next page), we ran a 4X24~ piece of
poplar through each planer, making
cuts at depthS of \oi6- and WI", then measured snipe on both ends of the board
with a dial caliper.
Finally, to test power, we ran a 15"
cherry plank through each planer at its
full cutting depth (\-{I") and fastest feed
rate, and observed any change in cut·
tcrhead speed.
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Thicknessing quickness,
snipe, and other
key considerations

How these machines do their thickness thing

Quality of cut and feed rate. Planers
spin a cuttcrhead and knives that Cut a
series of small scallops to smooth the
wood. Given equally sharp ~ives, the
machines that make the most cuts per
inch of board give the silkiest surface.
Three factors combine to figure the
cuts per inch: the number of knives,
the speed of the cutterhead, and the
feed rate. A slower feed-speed generally
results in a smoother cut, while the fast

rate allows you to knock a board down
to near·finished thickness morc qUickly.
All of the planers earned an excellent

rating for the quality of their cut at the
slowest feed rate. The Grizzly G1033 is
the only planer in our survey with fOUf
knives (the olhers have three), and it
gave liS excellent results, even at its 20
feet per minute (fpm) ratc.
Delta nearly doubles the feed speed
on its machine from low (16 fpm) to
high (30 fpm), which gave us a rougher
cut than the others at high speed.
However, boards moved through this
machine so fast we found ourselves
going back to !t again and again when
we needed to remove a lot of material
from a board.

Snipe. As you move stock into a planer,
the infeed roller and cutterhead allow
the incoming board to raise higher into
the cutterhead until the outfeed roller
can press it back down against the table
(see photo above right). The same
thing happens at the opposite end of
the board when it clears the infeed
roller. The deeper cuts near each end
of the board are called snipe. Until
someone designs a planer that magically supports stock right up to the knives,
snipe will always be with us.
No matter how we adjusted the
machines or supported the stock, we
ended up with snipe about 3" from
each end of the board. Even the top
performer in this area, the Delta,
gouged an average of .()()3~ (tlooo") from
three boards. Snipe this shallow (about
the thickness of a human hair) will be
apparent in your projects, so our best
advice when using these models is to
plane longer pieces than you need and
cut off the snipe.

Wood enters the machine through the anti-kickback pawls (A). Then the serrated
infeed roller (B) pushes the stock flat against the table, under the chip breaker (C),
and Into the cutterhead (0). The planed lumber then continues through the
machine, pressed flat by the smooth outfeed roller (E).

,--_----===--_---'iKNIFE-SETIING SYSTEMr-S_ _~o::;-_----,
GOOD
SPRING-ONLY
DETAIL
Knife

Spring

Knife
Gib
Gib bolt

fi

BETTER
JACKSCREW
DETAIL
Knife
Blade rests
on screw·~-'.:~
head.

Spring

g

--Knife
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;GibbOlt

Jackscrew

BEST
ADJUSTING
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Knife
Jackscrew
Adjusting
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on notch.

l

--Knife
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/Gib bolt

Culterhead

~O
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POWERMATIC
SUNHILL

JET

DELTA
CQntlnued-
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CIJanging and setti"g knives.
Keeping your planer culling smoothly
requires frequent blade sharpening,
especially if you run mountains of
hardwoods through it. Knife removal
is pretty straightforward: Remove the
cutterhead access panel, loosen the
gib bolts and remove the knives.
Replacing and setting the knives,
however, is time-consuming and critical to cUlting performance.
Four of the machines have springloaded knife slots (see draWing on
previous page)-siip the razor-Sharp
knives Into the slot, press them down
with the included setting gauge, and
secure the gib bolts. It sounds simple,
but keeping the cutting edge parallel
to the cutlerhead while holding the
gauge and tightening the gib bolts
would be easier with four hands. And
snugging down the gibs tended to
pull the knives out of alignment.
Delta and Jet simplify the process by
using jackscrews to adjust the knife
height. Though their mechanisms dif·
fer slightly, on both machines we
could easily raise or lower the blade
.(XW (~OOOthj JUSt by turning the hexhead screw, as shown in the phOtO
below. When the knife paralleled Ihe
head, we tightened the gibs and the
knives stayed put. This feature saved
us 15 minutes of fussing (and a lot of

After removing the dust-collection hose, chips remained Inside the Jet's dust hood,
as shown above left. Other uncollected chips bounced back down into the cutterhead
while we planed. These recycled chips, when caught by the knives, scooped out
small divots, such as those shown In the photo above rIght, in our workpiece.

grey hairs) when compared 10 springloaded culterheads.
jet's culterhead came equipped with
both jackscrews and springs. The
springs seemed to defeat the purpose
of the screws, so we asked officials at
jet Equipment what might happen if
we removed them. They told us the
springs make it easier to remove the
kniVes, and discarding them shouldn't
affect the performance of the planer.
We did and noticed no consequence.
A couple of footnotes about knifechanging; First, the top-mounted
motors on the Delta and the Grizzly

We prefer machines with a Jackscrew cutterhead for setting knife-height, such as the
Delta shown above. A simple twist of a hex-head wrench raises or lowers the knife in
the head.
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G1033 crowded us when replacing
the knives, so we rotated them out of
the way before making crucial adjustments. Secondl)'. the Powermatic is
the only unit that comes with doublesided knives, an addition we loved.
You'll still want to keep a spare set of
knives on hand, but yOU'll go twice as
long between sharpenings.
Dust collec;tloll. These gape·mouth
critters create mountains of chips in
just a few minutes, so you need a dust
collector to handle the waste. That's
why we were surprised to find that
Delta offers its dllst hood-standard
equipment on all of the other models
we tested-only as an option.
111C folks at jet redesigned their dust
hood to eject debris to one side of the
machine, which kept the dust hOSe
nicely out of the way of the planed
lumber. liowcver, chips from the left
side of the machine had a hard time
making the right-angle turn into the
hose. The resulting backup sent some
chips back under the knives to leave
small comet-shaped divots (shown
above) in the wood. A jet official told
us the)' were working on improvements to the hood, but nothing was
available for us to test at p~ time.
If you want the extra capacity of the
Grizzly G 1033, you may have to
upgrade your collector as well. The
manufacturer recommends a collector
that moves at least 1,000 cubic feet
per minute (cfm) of air to carry the
chips out through les 5" pan.
WOOD MAGAZlNE JUNE 1999

A few more things to weigh before you bUy
Going up, going dow". Next to
keeping your planer well-fed with
boards, the most common operation
YOll'll perfonn is changing the clltting
depth. On most of the machines in
our test, the cuucrhead remains fIXed
in place while the table raises and
lowers. Delta differs by keeping the
table fixed; the head cranks up and
down. This design allows yOll to build
permanent iniced and outfeed tables
to support long slOck, but the Cliltcrhead's weight makes it somewhat
harder to raise.
Mobility. These brutes weigh from

Tightening the head lock on the Delta
proved to be a knuckle-buster. We
jammed our fingers between the locking
knob and the belt housing.

Powermatic's off switch Is located within
easy reach of the operator's knee, so we
didn't have to reach across the planer to
power It down.

340 to 800 pounds, so most require a
burly mobile base or a permanent
location in your shop. However, the
Jet JWP15-CSW and Powermatic both
have locking casters built into their
enclosed stands. We especially liked
the whecHocking mechanism on the
Jet-a simple foot pedal that holds
two wheels fast to prevent shifting.
Unless you get a package deal as we
did, you'll have to buy Delta's nonmobile stand separately.

Stock return rollers on top of the planer make it easier to move long or heavy stock
back for the neKt cuI.

Grizzly's G 1033 has both locking
units in our test, the power switch knobs on the same side of the planer
and depth-adjustment crank are locat· as the height-adjustment crank, which
ed on opposite sides of the infeed we liked. On the other planers, the
table. That mean-s we had to reach crank is on olle side; the knobs are on
across the machine to shut it off, . the opposite.
which could be dangerous in an emergency. Powermatic, however, puts Stock return roUers. So you've just
their power switch on the same side
taken W off Ihal 12'·long board and
you're ready take it down another W'.
as the cran~ and aboul at knee levelWhere do you put that plank while
so we could shul the machine down
yOll turn the crank? The Grizzly
hands-free.
G 1033, Jet, Powermatic, and Sunhill
The clluing-depth locks on all of the
planers in our test held solidly, but we
planers have a pair of stock return
rollers all top of the machine (shown
have a couple of issues with the
accessibility of the locking knobs.
above, boUom). TIlese rollers make it
easier to move the planed wood from
Delta uses knobs on two diagonal
posts to secure its head height. But
outfeed back to infeed, and provide a
place 10 rest that big board while you
plan to bang your knuckles when you
change the cutting depth. If we were
lock·in the head: As you can see top
left, there's not much room for your buying a planer to thickness extra·
long or heavy stock, we wouldn't
fingers between the knob and the
have a machine without them.
machine's gear box.

Locks and cOlllrots. On most of the

A foot-operated lever quickly and easily
locks the wheels on the Jet JWP15CSW's built-in mobile base.

Power. Except for the 2-hp. Delta and
Grizzly G 1021, all of the planers we
tested come equipped with 22().-volt,
3-hp. motors. Delta's fast 30 fpm feed
rate and less-powerful motor caused it
to stall mid-board during our torturous
full-Width, full-depth, tOp feed·speed
test. Still, Delta held its own at top
speed for shallower cuts and when
making full-depth cuts at its slower
feed rate.

Coul/Ill/cd
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Presenting the heavyweight champions
Because all of these beefy planers
gave us excellent results, our decision
came down to features and price. If

Powennatic 15

we were getting onc for our shop,
we'd buy the JetJWP·15CSW. We like
its jackscrew cutterheads, stockreturn rollers, and its easy-locking
closed mobile base. (This base is currently available onJy on this special
anniversary edition.) But, until Jet
flXes its dust hOO<t, we'd replace it
with a shop-buill hood or buy the
hood (or the GlO21 from Grizzly.
U your dust collector can handle it
(or if you can afford to upgnlde), the
Grizzly G1033 delivers an extra 5" of
capacity for only about $100 more.
For value, the Sunhill planer reigns. It

perfonns as well as any of the others
and is easy on your wallet with its
$889 price tag. •
Wril1cn by Da~ QunpbcU
TechnJcal consultanl: Dave Ikt1dcnon
lUustrallon: Kim DownIng
PhocOJrapN: Ibklwln Pbolognphy
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Sidewalk
Speedster
The old Irish Mail
zooms back
with a new look
Back in the 19605 (and even before then),
youngsters whizzed along sidewalks on
hand-powered speedsters called Irish Mails,
Here's an updated version of the classic
rider you can build for some
lucky boy or girl.
Get off to a good start with
body~building activities
1 Cut the body sides (A) and spacers (B) to shape. You'll frnd the fullsize pattern for the spacers (B) in the
WOOD PA7TERNS<» insert in the middle of the magazine. The same pattern
serves for the front end of the body
sides (A). Refer to the Body Side
draWing for its placement.
2 Glue and clamp the two sides and
three spacers together, referring to
the Exploded View draWing. Keep the
bottom edges flush.
3 Drill a W hole through the body
where shown. Center the hole from
top to bottom on the body.
4 Sand the edges of the body assembly (AlB) flush, and rout :}fj" roundovers on both sides where shown.
5 Make the fin (C) and seat (0). To
make them, lay alit the cutting lines
on II.!"-lhick plywood, referring to the
Parts View draWings. Cut out the
parts with a jigsaw, staying outside
the line. Sand to the line, using a belt
or disc sander. Rout ~" round-overs
along the edge on the top face of each
part where shown.
6 Attach the fin to the body. To do
this, lay the body assembly (A/B)
upside down on your benchlOp. Lay
the fin on it, routed face down. Align
it flush with the body at the back end,
and center it from side to side. Clamp
Continu.ed
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNIl 1999
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Materials Key: M-maple, P-plywood, LM-4aminaIad maple. SR--$teel rod.
Supplies: IOxW" wheels with ". plain bore (no
bearing), %' steel rod, ~lW roll pin, l1·IO shalt
collars, %" flat washers,
axle caps, ". nylon·
insen lock nut, %xW nylon bushings, *,x4·1ag
screw, 'hx2' mending plates, V.xl 'h' carriage
bolts, V" washers, V" lock washers, V" nuts,
'aX'¥.· ftathead wood screws, ,axl' flathead wood
screws, ,ax:!' tlalhead wood screws.
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G together into two assemblies, and
lift them off the panel.
6 Drill pilot holes through parts F into
parts G. Enlarge the holes through
parts F and countersink them on the
outer faces.
7 Assemble both FIG assemblies with
screws and glue. Place them on the
panel (E) to ensure proper positioning
of the braces (G).
8 Glue and screw one FIG assembly in
position on part E. (Which end of the
panel you glue it to doesn't matter.)
Set the other FIG assembly aside.

the fin to the body. Draw a centerline
for each body side (A) along the bottom of the fin, and drill six mounting
holes where shown. First, drill ~
holes 2" deep. Then, remove the fin,
and enlarge the holes through it to
hz". Countersink them on the bottom.
Glue and screw the fin to the body.
7 Similarly, altach the seat to the top
of the body where shown on the
Body Side draWing.

Line up solid support
for the rear axle assembly
1 Cut the panel (E) to size.
2 Foml W rabbets at both ends of the
pllncl and Vi" dadoes where shown.
(We cut them on the tablesaw.)
3 Make the four axle supports (F),
shown in the WOOD PAn'ERNSfI
insert. To make them, layout the cut,
ting lines on \-7- plywood. Cut Out the
parts, and sand the edges smooth.
Drill a W hole through each where
shown. For accurate alignment, stack
the parts and drill the holes through
all four at once on the drill press.
4 Cut the braces (G) to size.
S Without gluing, assemblt: parts E, F,
and G, referring to the Lower
Assembly draWing. Qamp pans F and

Bend the steel crank, and put
the rear axle together
1 Cut an 18" length of %"-diameter
steel rod. (We bought cold-rolled,
low-carbon steel rod at a hardware
store.) Mark it 2" and 5- from one end
with chalk or soapstone.
2 Bend the rod 90° at each mark to
form a crank, as shown in the Rear
Axle drawing in the WOOD PATTERNS insert. For information on
bending the steel rod, see pagel2.
3 Press a nylon bushing into the
W hole in each axle support (F). (We
found suitable bushings, W outside
diameter with a -HI- bore, in the hard-

ware store.) Trim the bushings flush
with the faces of part F. For good
axle fit, you may have to ream out
the bushings with a }&. twist drill
after driving them into position.
4 Drive an axle cap onto the short
ann of the axle crank:.
S Cut the long arm of the axle crank
to length. To determine the correct
length, first slide the crank into its
supportS. Position it so the crank end
can turn between the a.xle-support
assemblies. Then, slide two -Hl. flat
washers, a wheel, and another flat
washer ontO the axle end. (For
wheels, we bought four 1O~-diameter
tricycle rear wheels from a hardware
store.) Mark the axle 'U!" from the
outer faee oCthe last washer. Remove
the axle from the supportS, and cut it
to length.
6 Mark the axle for threading and
drilling. Measuring from the end,
make the first mark at -l4- and the second at 2~-, as shown on the Rear
Axle Assembly drawing.
(lbe location of the second mark
depends on the face-to-face dimension of the wheel hub. Ours measured about 1~·. If yours differs,
Continl«!d
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Sidewalk Speedster
6make the distance
between the first and second mark
slightly less than your wheel's face-toface measurement.)
7 Thread the axle from the end to the
first mark with a %"-16 die. First,
chamfer the end of the axle slightly
(filing will do the trick) to make the
die easier [Q start. TIlen, turn the die
OntO the axle to form the threads. Be
careful to start the die straight. For
easier, cleaner threading, lubricate
the axle and die. Thread-clltting oil
works best, but motor oil will do.
Drill a l.fI~ hole through the axle at
the second mark. For accuracy, use a
drill press, and support the axle with
a V-block centered under the bit.
9 Slide the axle into the support
assembly (FIG), as shown below.
After pushing the threaded end
through the first support, slide onto
the axle a washer, two shaft collars,
and another washer. Slide the end
through the other support, and slip
two flat washers onto it.
10 Drive a J.ix I W' roll pin into the
axle hOI.e, centering the pin in the
axle. Tighten the shaft collars against
the supports' inside faces, as shown
in the Rear Axle Assembly drawing.
11 Cut a lOW' length of W' steel rod
for the axle (I). Tap an axle cap onto
one end, place a flat washer on the
axle, and slide it into the supports.
12 Glue and screw the unattached
suppOrt assembly to th.e panel (E),
placing the capped end of the axle to
the inside.
Leave one axle support assembly unattached from the base panel (E) to allow
axle installation.

You're right on track
to build the power train

13 Clamp the rear axle assembly
(parts E-I) to the underside of the fin
where shown on the Lower
Assembly drawing. (We oriented ours
to place the crank axle on the left
side of the vehicle.) OriU 1I.i" holes in
the approximate locations shown,
and attach tile axle assembly with six
\I.l~ carriage bolts and nuts.

1 Cut the handle (N) to size. Round
the top, and rout ¥.i" round-overs
around both sides, stopping where
shown on the Handle Parts View
drawing. Drill a :}S" hole through the
handle where shown.
2 Cut the yoke sides to size and
shape. Stack the pieces, and drill the
two W' holes where shown.
3 Glue the yoke sides to the handle,
referring to the Handle Parts View
drawing. A :}8" bolt through the holes
in the yoke sides (0) and handle (N)
will help align the parts.
4 Cut the connecting rod top and
bottom haJves (P) to size and shape.
Drill and countefSink the screw holes
in the bottom half; then drill mating
pilot holes in the top half.
Temporarily screw the halves together as shown in the photo at top left
on the opposite page, then drill the
two :Ml" holes where dimensioned.
Separate the parts after drilling, but
mark them on the mating faces for
correct reassembly.

Now, turn your attention to
the steerable front axle
1 Layout and bandsaw the spacer
disc 0). Sand the edge smooth. Drill a
MI" hole through the center.
2 Cut the steering bar (K) to size.
(Laminate thinner stock, if necessary.) Bore a I" counterbore~" deep
centered on one face. Drill a :}!I" hole
through the center of the counterbore. '111en, saw or rout a :}fI" groove
W' deep along the center of the counterbored face. Rout loin round-overs
along both faces of the front edge.
3 Cut out the fenders (L), referring to
the Fender draWing in the WOOD
PA ITERNS@ insert. Round-over the
inside face of each. Drill and countersink screw holes where shown.
Using the fenders as templates, drill
pilot holes in the steering bar ends.
5 Drill a 'h2" pilot hole into the bottom at the body front where shown
on the Body Spacer full-size pattern.
Center the hole from side to side.

:
~

!Y32' shank holes,
countersunk
on top
'12" rabbet

Paint and finish the parts,
now that they're all made
1 Remove the seat (0) and the rear
axle assembly (parts E-I). Fill any
voids in the plywood edges; then finish-sand all parts and assemblies.
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CONNECTING
ROD

shank holes
countersunk on bottom

5/32'

-h'r--

>

"

'I~

3/6'

'L--- 43/4"----J.; I I--

_~ I ~ 43/4"--l
13/4'

3/4'
1/4"

3/6'

1"
I\,

2 Apply a clear finish to the steering
bar (1<), handle/yoke assembly eN/D),
and both halves of the connecting rod
(P). (We used polyurethane.)
3 Spray primer on all remaining wooden parts plus the steel rear axles. (We
lIsed Krylon no. 1315 all-purpose
white primer.) Double-prime the plywood edges, sanding between coats.
4 Paint the parts with two or three
coats of enamel, sanding between
coats for a smooth, glossy finish. The
colors shown are Krylon no. 1315
cherry red and no. 1813 daisy yellow.
Paim the heads of the carriage bolts
that will attach the rear axle assembly
and the screws for the seat and fenders. Paint the carriage bolt heads red;
the screw heads, yellow. Poke the
bolts and screws into cardboard to
hold them for painting.

You're almost donejust put all the parts together
1 Attach the fenders (L) to the ends of
the steering bar (K) with #8x2" flathead wood screws. Align the notches
in the fenders with the groove in the
steering bar.
2 Center the hole in the spacer (J) Oil
the pilot hole in the body. Attach the
disc to the body with two screws, as
shown in the Exploded View drawing.
3 Attach the steering bar assembly to
the body ·with a ~8" lag screw 4" long.
Place a washer under the screw head
in the counterbore.
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3/6'

hole

I

II I",
I

Ii{) ,,'
hOles<
I

Screw the connecting rod halves together temporarily while you drill a :y." hole
near each end.

1314'

18'
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/
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16'
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3/6' groove
}'6' deep. cent ered

l' counterbore
deep
with a 3/6' hole
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3/4'
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;;;,~ I-l-

I

PARTS VIEW

STEERING
BAR
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(Bottom vi aw)

II

--l 31/4' ~

HANDLE
1/2"

round-overs -C~ 11/4'
(Side view)

4 Cut the front axle (M) to length.
Cemer it in the groove in tJle steering
bar. Secure the axle with mending
plates, as shown in the Lower
Assembly drawing.
S Install the from wheels with washers and axle caps, as shown.
6 Capture the short end of the rear
axle crank in one connecting-rod
hole, and screw the rod together.
7 Connect the front of the rod to the
bottom of the handle/yoke with a
2~ length of ~8" steel rod and two axle
caps. Then slide the handle/yoke up
between the body sides. Place a
:}S" washer between the handle and
body on each side as you insert a 3"
length of steel rod for a pivol. Drive
an axle cap onto each end of the rod.
e file a notch in one side of the hub
on one rear wheel. A small round or
triangular me will do the job.
9 Slide the notched wheel onto the
crank axle, engaging the roll pin
through the axle with the notch in
the wheel, as shown above right.
Slide a washer on the end of the axle;
then screw on a self-locking nut to
secure the wheel.

t

File a notch In one rear-wheel hub to
engage with the drive pin In the axle.
10 Finally, install the other rear
wheel, fastening it on with an axle
cap. Back the inner end of the axle
with a hammer as you drive the cap
onto the other end.•
ProJcct rksign: Jan Svec
Photographs: Hetherington Pl'Ot<>gr:lphy
llluSl:ratlons: Roxanne leMoine; Lorna Johnson
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Instead of fooling around
with makeshift measuring
and marking methods, count
on this accurate, easy-tobuild gauge for layout help.
Construct the sliding
body sections for the gauge
1 Cut and plane stock to size. For each
marking gauge, you'll need two
\.1:x2M.x5 7,fj" pleccs of walnut for thc
body and one loflx\I.IxSM." piece of
maple for the guide.
2 Saw or rout a lofl" groove 111" deep
where shown in the two walnut
pieces. The maple strip should fit
snugly in the grooves.
3 Rout a groove for the rule in the
gauge lxxIy bottom where shown. To
do thiS, first measure the width and
thickness of your 6" stainless steel
rule. (See the Buying Guide for our
source of a rule engraved with the
WOOD. magazine logo.)
Then, set up your table-mounted
router to cut the groove. Install a
straight bit that matches the width of
your rule, and position a fence to
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locate the groove where shown. (You
could make the cut in multiple passes
with a narrower bit, too.) SCt the
routcr's cutting depth to malch the
thickness of your sleel nile.
Ideally, the rule's top face will be
nush with the body surface. It's okay if
the rule face lies a bit below the surface, but it must not stand above it.
4 Drill holes in the nile groove for the
three magnets that will hold the rule
in place. (We used strong rare-earth
magnets, ~" in diameter, purchased
from a crafts-supply store.) Drill thc
holes to a depth equal to the magnets'
thickness, setting the top of each magnct flush with thc bottom surface of
the groove.
S Glue the three magnets into their
holes. Use epoxy or cyanoacrylate
adhesive, not woodworker's glue.
6 Glue the maple guide into the slot in
the lxxIy bottom. After the glue dries,
sand the sides of the guide to make it a
sliding fit in the groove in the
body tOp. The two body parts
should slide face to face. If the
guide holds them apart, sand its
edge down a bit.

7 Drill a \1.1" hole through the body bottom where shown. Countersink the
hole on the bottom surface.
8 I:oml the slot in the body top for Ule
damp screw. To locate the slot accurmcly, slide both body pans together,
nush at both ends. Place the body on
your drill-press table, the body bottom
facing up. -IlIen, with a \4" bit chucked
in your drill press, guide through the
hole in the bottom to drill through the
body top.
The body bottom serves as a template
for locating the holes that mark the
ends of the clamp-screw slot in the
body top.
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l_------Next, slide the body bottom
4" along the body top, as shown opposite page, bottom. Drill through the
body top as you did before. Enlarge
the holes through the top to ¥t6".
Connect the holes with pencil lines;
then scrollsaw the slot. Sand or file the
inside edge smooth, if necessary.

Dress up the gauge
with bright brass fittings
1 Cut four Jli6x!-iX2Mc" pieces of brass
stock for the end plates.
2 Drill and countersink two %." holes
in each piece, ~" from each end.
Center them on the width of the brass.
3 Drill screw holes for #6x~" screws
in the body lOP and bottom, using the
brass pieces as templates. Drill a
%.4" shank hole 14" deep into the body;
then drill to W deep with a h2" bit.
To drill the holes, clamp the brass
pieces to the ends of the body parts.
Use mbber clamp pads or put several
layers of masking tape on the brass to
protect it.
Thcn, ccnter the screw holes in the
shank holes through the brass. A Vix
centering bit, shown beside the body
bOllom below, will help you center
the holes accurately.
4 Alla<::h the brass platcs to the ends
of the body halves with screws. For
best appearance, align the screw-head
slots. File the screw hcads flush with
thc brass end pieces, if necessary.
Attach the brass ends to the body bottom before filing the notches for the
steel rule. We used the countersink,
foreground, on the brass ends. The centering bit, lying beside the body, automatically centers the pilot holes Inside
the countersunk holes.

5 File the edges of the brass end
pieces flush with the body parts, and
file the rule groove in the brass pieces
on the body bottom. (We used a flat
file, as shown below left.)
6 In the same way, file a slot for the
maple guidc in the brass piece on one
end of the body top. To determine
which end, place the body top on
your bench, the guide groove facing
up and lying to the right of the slot for
the clamp screw. File the slot in the
end that's fadng yOll.
7 Polish the brass 10 remove file marks
and restore its luster. (We sanded
with 320-, 600-, 1800-, and 3600-grit
abrasives to remove the marks, then
shined it up with metal polish.)
8 Finish-sand the body top and bot10m, taking care not to sand the maple
gUide excessively. Apply a clear finish.
(We finished our gauge with Danish
oil, then waxed and buffed it after the
finish dried.)

9 Lay the rule in its groove, and put
the two body parts together. Insert a
I!.lx I W flathead brass machine screw
from the bottom, and epoxy-glue the
head into the cotlnlersink. Install a
brass washer and wing nut.

Buying Guide
Rule and brass. Stainless steel 6" rule
with engraved WOOD magazine logo,
brass stock, brass hardware, and magnets for one marking gal,lge, kit no.
300MG, $19.95 ppd.· in U.S.
Schlabaugh and Sons Woodworking,
720 14th St., Kalona, IA 52247. Call
800/346-9663 to order.
Countersink, This 82° coufitersink
makes clean Clits in metal or wood,
with a Ml"_1~2· cutting range and a
\f.j" shank. Item no. 400905, $8.95.
Address and telephone above.•
Project J)csign: James R. O<Jwnlng

Illuslr.llion: Roxanne I.eMolne; t<:>ma)ohnson
Photographs: Hetherington f'hOlogl1lphy
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BODY BOTTOM
'II! x 2Y8 x 5Y8'
walnut stock
'/~' F.H. brass machine screw
............... 1'II!' long, epoxied in place
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Mother Nature can be Irrutal. Put a beautifully crafted woodworking />roject before her, and she'll do her best
to return duu wood to the earth. The good news is that she doesn't have to be successful. By using the strategies
in this two~part series, you can keep your exterior projects looking great wich a minimum of maintenance.

avoid

woocl,rnt. ing woes with
UII~dl_Lquicklydecompose

Your first dedsion in building any
exterior project is the choice of
material. Here, we look at woodbased materials. if you would /ike
to learn about Plastic substitutes,
see the article on page 96.
First, a few words
about natural woods
Although no wood is completely
immune to rotting and insect damage,
some resist such decay much better
lban olbers. 111roUgh a combination
of dense ceU stmcture and/or naturally occuring preservatives in the wood,
insects and fungi find 'such woods
unappetizing. See the chart on the

next page for more information about
some of your lumber choices.
You're probably familiar with some
of the commonly used species, such
as western-red cedar and redwood.
But in recent years some lesser-known
imported species have claimed a share
of the exterior-wood market. Of the
imported woods listed in lbe chart,
ipc, in particular, is an excellent decking material bec2llSC of its incredibly
dense structure. Yet, unlike many
other dense woods, ipe is quite stable.
In the ·sources· on page 71 we list
two importers that seU ipe of the lapacho group of species under their own
trademarked
brand
names.
Greenheart Durawoods calls it Pau

Lope, and TImber Holdings Ltd. calls
it Iron Woods.
lapacho-group ipe is expenSive (see
the chart on page 68), but it has few
defects, ~·-thick deck boards are so
rigid they can be supported 24" on
center, and suppliers claim it will outlast cedar and redwood 5 [0 I.

For greater rot resistance
try pressure-treated wood
Any wood placed in contact with the
ground or another source of continual
moisture wiU rot. At these times you
need to use a pressure-treated (Pl)
softwood (typically southern pine).
To make this material, producers
force a water-based preservativemost commonly chromated copper
arsenate (CCA)-deep into the wood
under high pressure.
Before you buy PT lumber, make
sure the wood has a retention rating
that matches or exceeds your use.

Wood treated for above-ground use
will have .25 pound of preservative
per cubic foot of wood fiber. Wood
intended for ground cOntact or highmoisture areas will have a retention
rating of Ao pounds. Lumber treated
to .60 pounds finds use in such appli·
cations as wood foundations, polebam poles, and guard rails.
PT lumber has become quite popular
because of its high degree of decay
resistance, strength, and economical
price. But it does have some drawbacks you should know about.
Because of its green color (you can
buy brown-stained PT products for
slightJy higher COSt) and its propensity
for checking and warping, we use PT
lumber in places where it can't be
seen. Examples: inside planter boxes
and in tJle understructure of decks.
Most producers ship Pl' wood Immediately after treatment, so the wood Is
typically quite water·soaked when
CQlltinued

Some woods that hold up to the elements

-""".--

ExceptlonaIIy Decay Relibtant

-"""'........

...,. ""'"

black locUst, red mulberry, Pacific yew,

Arizona cypress; bakI cypress (Old growth); black ChelTY;
black walnut; catalpa, cedarS'; chestnut: junipers; mesquite;
redwood; sassafras; V3fioos oakS, Including bur, cnestnut
gambel, Oregon white, post, and white

greenheart, HonduraS mahogany, ipe", )arrah,lignum vitae,
spanish cedar, teak

"Old-growth wood Is more decay-reslstant than wood from younger Irees.
""There are many species ollpe. Make sure you buy lpe of ItIe lapacllo group of species.

Materials that weather all seasons
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ipe (a tropical hardwood)
2x pressure-treated pine
5/4 pressure-treated pine
2x western red cedar
5/4 western red cedar

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2x redwood
2x Trex (weathered 10 grey)
TlmberTech
5/4 Trex (weathered to grey)
5/4 Trex (brown)

A. Shelling-the separation of ear1ywood
and latewood bends-occurs most often
on 'the pith side of flatsawn lumber.

B. The sapwood of this Honduras
mahogany was attacked by fungi and
Insects. hs heartwood is unscathed.

C. A common sight at lumber outlets: a
cedar bo8rd with sapwood on two edges
and one face.

D. Juvenile wood (the innermost rings of
a tree) is prone to warping, checking, and
splitting.

What you'll spend for various deck materials
(Approximate cost for decking boards only for a 12x12' area)
$750
$700
$650
$600
$550
.... S500

m m . m m.m'.m

$450
$400
$350

.......

S300

·····I···m.

$250

m~
••••••••

$150
$100

••

......

treated

treated

''''''''

5/4 stock

W"",",

W"",m

""- ",5/4 stock

2x stock

Trex

R_

Timber·

(""""",.

T""

""....
tim_

$SO

IPE

Note: Prices shoWn are approximate and based 0f1 quotes by local supplie~. 'foul" costs wilt Y8fy by
dlstribulOl' and quality 01 matefials.
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More stock·selection tips
for outdoor applications
• Although vertical-grained stock
can be hard to find, it will hold up
to the effects of weathering better
than flal-grained (flalsawn) lumber.
Thai'S because ii'S less likely to warp,
and expands and contracts less with
changing moislure content.
Also, boards or plywood wilh wide,
flal-grain bands are more susceptible
to finish failure. Paint or other filmforming finishes often stick to tlle earlywood bands but peel from tlle laiCwood bands over lime.
As shown in Photo A, the earlywood
and latewood bands actually can sepa·
rate, a process known as shelling. This
is more likely to occur on Ihe pith
side, rather than the bark side, of fblsawn lumber.

$200
m

·····1······
Pressure- Pressure-

you buy it. That means il will shrink,
sometimes substantially, after you
bring il home. When building a deck,
il is usu2lly best to cut and install the
wood while it is wet because of Ihe
difficulty of cutting and screwing inlO
dried PT wood. If you do this, JUSt
bUll the deck boards edge to edgethey will shrink 10 form gaps in a
week or twO of dry weather.
The amOllnt of shrinkage can be
somewhat unpredictable, however, SO
allow PT wood to dry for several
weeks if YOll-don't want to guess al
what its final width will be. Just be
prepared to pre-drill your screw
holes, Also, jyr slock needs 10 be dry
before It will accept a finish well.
Most importantly, always remember
to wear gloves (waterproof ones are
best) when handling PT stock. When
sawing ii, wear a dust mask and eye
protection. Wash your hands after
handling Ireated wood, and never
burn ii-the ashes conlain poisons
and are considered a hazardous waste.

• Even if you Uke to use every
square inch of your lumber, resist
Ihe lemptation to use sapwood in
exterior applications. Regardless of
species, sapwood has virtually no
resistance to rot or insects, as shown
in Photo B. Much of the western red
cedar commonly found in lumber OUIlets has some sapwood-Iypically
WOOD MAGAZINE lUNB 1999

exposed on the edges and one face, as
shown in Photo C.

Note: This role abo"t sapwood is
reversed for PT lumber: Because the
preservatives are accepted only by
sapwood, the beartwood areas of PT
lumber are not decay resistant.
Fortunately, most of (I southern pine
tree is sapwood. Nevertheless,
treaters use the whole log, so when
shoppillg for PT lumber, keep an eye
out for the heartwood-it's typically
tan or pink instead ofgreen.
• Avoid using juvcnUe wood, the
lO-or'-so innermost rings. II's highly su.sceptible to warping and various
forms of degradation, such as check·
ing and splitting as shown in Photo D.
111esc defects nO! only look bad, they
provide easy entry into the wood for
water, insects, and fungi.
• If your projeci calls for using
sheet goods, be sure to buy an exterior-grade product. Plywood intended
for outdoor use is bonded with waterproof glue, so its layers won't delaminate in the presence of moisture. You
still will need to apply paint or another finish to protect the sheet from rotting and sun damage. And you can
extend its life greatly by sealing its
edges with a flexible finish, such as
latex paint over a water-repellent
preservative. For plywood that will
contact soil, such as in a planter box,
go with pressure-treated plywood.
Although pricey and hard to find
locally, you also can buy marine plywoods that distinguish themselves
because they have no voids. One
source is Rugby Building Products of
E1khan, Ind. (800/348-7628).

•

1"Po.
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S that
t1d~.'t corrode

Lots ofscrews are 1(100100 appropri.
ate for exterior appJiC(ltiorlS, but ii's
been OUT experience t1Jat only a few
types hold up to the elements.
Among your most-common optiOns
are stainless steel (which comes in different grades), silicon bronze, and
steel with one of several available
coatings. Here, we take a look at each.
Although aluminum and brass resist
corrosion, we're not including them
here because they're tOO soft for most
applications. Also, aluminum will corrode quickly in contact with the
chemicals in treated lumber.
• StaInless steel. Screws made of
this material may cost twice as much
as coated steel fasteners. But stainless

steel is well worth it if you don't want
to see any nlSt or stain marks on your
project. Whenever you put considerable time or expensive lumber into a
clear-finished project, it just doesn't
make sense to usc anything but stainless steel.
.
Most widel)' available stainless steel
fasteners are either 304 or 305 grade.
Both are appropriate for general U~,
although 305-grade fasteners have
slightly greater corrosion resistance.
For maximum corrosion resistance in
extreme environments, say one where
salt spray is common, spend the extra
money for 31().grade stainless.
• Silicon bronze. TIlis material is the
standard in marine fasteners because
it resists corrosion and doesn't pro·
mote rot in the wood around the fasConlfnued

Some of your options in screw
materials and coatings
1. Silicon bronze

2. Stainless steel

3. Sleel coated with two layers of zinc
and two clear coata from GRK Canada
4. Steel coated with polymer and
resin by Faspac

5
• ww-density woods (softwoods,
such as cedar and redwood) have
less tendency to warp, check, and
change dimensions than high-density
domestic woods, such as white oak
and southern pine. So low·density
woods work better with film-forming
finishes, such as paint, because the
film is less likely to crack or peel from
wood movement. (As noted earlier,
some incredibly dense tropical
species are quite stable and do not follow this general rule.)

1ve

5. Steel coated with zinc, chromate

coy.calon coating, and polymer by
Elco Textron

6

6. Steel with mechanically galvanized
coatIng from McFeely's
7. Steel with yellow-zinc coating
8. Steel with electro-plated clear zinc
coating
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tener. It costs about twice as much as
3M-grade stainless steel, so reserve
screws made of this material for boat
bUilding activities.
• Coated steel fasteners_ Bec.luse of
the many available coatings, and dif·
ferent processes for applying them,
this category can be confusing to say
the least. Most local hardware ouUets
still sell the galvanized fastener as
their basic exterior-grade fastener.
Generally speaking, the thicker the
galvanized coating (consisting mostly
of zinc) the more durable it will be.
You'll find the thickest zinc coatings
on hot-dipped nails, but you may have
a hard time finding hot-dippcd galvanized screws. That's because the
thick, globby coating tends to clog the
threads and driving recess of the
screw, making it hard to drive.
Commonly available galvanized
screws are either mechanically galvanized or electro-galvanized. You can
quickly tell these two types apart
because mechanically galvanized
screws ':lave a dun gray surface and
electro-galvanized screws have a shiny
silver-color surface. We do not recommend clectro-gaJvanized screws (also

Iron stains like these occur when wood
contacts unprotected Iron. You can
remove it wIth oxalic acid.

Fasteners open up wood cells that
release staIning extractives when water
soaks the wood.

called clear-zinc coated) (or exterior
applications. They will corrode quickly in contact with the elemrots.
Mechanically galvanized screws are
generally suitable (or decks and other
projects made of pressure-treated lumber. Nevenhelcss, you should not use

them with PT lumber in contact with
the soil, in high-mOisture areas, or in
areas with Slllt content in the air. Also,
keep in mind that mechanically
applied zinc COntains some iron that is
susceptible to attack from the tannic
acids that naturally occur in redwood
and cedar. The acids combine with
the iron to form a dark stain around
the fastener head.
As you can see in the photos on the
previous page, manufacturers have
improved the basic clectro-galvanized
fastener by adding a polymer coating
(often pigmented) on top of Ule galvanized coating. Elco Textron's Stalgard
coating includes a chromate conversion coating between the electroplated zinc base and the polymer topcoat.
Fastap screws by Faspac have several
coats of polymer and resin. R4 screws
from GRK Canada have two clear proprietary coatings on top of white zinc
and yellow zinc coatings. R4 screws
look like yellow-zinc screws (~ next
section), but the manufacturer cWms
R4 screws outperform yellow-zinconly screws by a wide margin.
These multiple-coated screws have
several advantages. First, some of the
coated screws corne in colors that
help the fastener blend with natural
and pressure-treated wood tones.
Also, the additional coatings increase

Cost comparison of exterior screws
(ApprOXimate cost for 1,000 #10 X3" screws)
$250

..... ·..··......·..·$21·5

$250
$225
$200

................

$175

$160

$150
$50-125'

$120

$125
$100
$75

$60

II

Mechanical
galvaf11zed

Multiple-

""'.",01

$50
$25

J04-grade
stainless

steel

305-grade
stainless

st",

316-grade

Silicon

stainless

bro,'"

ste.'

• PrIce 01 multiple-coated steel screws varies tremendously depending OIl11uality and distribUtion.
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Fluted

Au"",

Much of the
outer coating on
this low-eost
screw wore off
after one trip
through a pressure-treated
2x board.

corrosion resistance. For example, the
outer coatings resist tannic acids,
making them suitable for use with
cedar and rc=dwood. These coatings
also help prevent iron stain (if the
coating remains intact). This type of
stain (see photo opposile page, left)
should not be confused with extractive bleed (see photo opposite page,
right). The latter condition can occur
with any fastener.
Nevertheless, any coating has the
potential to wear through and expose
the underlying steel to corrosion. This
wear typically happens when you
drive the fastener. As shown above,
some low-cost coated screws lose part
of the coating covering their threads
after one drive through 2x PT lumber.
All of the fasteners we tried showed
some wear in the coating covering the
driving recess. If you are less than
careful and leave the head of the
screw slightly above the surface, foot
traffic win abrade the coating, too.
Our advice; Buy a few sample screws
and test-drive them in the material
you intend to use. Also, ask the manufacturer about how well the screw
holds up in a salt-spray test; disregard
any fastener not rated for at least
1,000 hours.
.Yellow-nnc coated steel. Although
fasteners with this electro-plated coat·
ing are sometimes labeled as being
corrosion resistant, they are not
appropriate for exterior applications.
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999

These three tips help prevent splits on
board ends that aren't predrllted.

More fastener·selectlon
recommendations
• Use screws, not nails, to join your
outdoor projectS. The additional gripping strength provided by their
threads better resists the inevitable
and considerable wood movement
caused by outdoor exposure.
• When driving screws in hard materials such as PT lumber or hardwoods,
opt for a screw in the largest gauge
available. For example, many outlets
carry 3" deck screws In No.8 gauge,
but you'll have fewer snapped screws
if you spend a few extra bucks for No.
10 screws.
• If you plan to drive deck screws
near the ends of boards without
predrilling, look for a fastener with an
auger, serrated, or fluted point such as
the ones shown above. In our tests
these screws were less likely to split
the wood. And the serrated and fluted
screws proved noticeably easier to
drive in when using long screws in
hard materials.
• Square-drive and star-drive (also
Ollled Ton.:) recesses grip driver bilS
better than Phillips head or combination Phillips/square recesses do. (see
photo above right.) In our tests we
found it difficult to strip out a square

Star (TOOl) drive

Square drive

PhillipS drive

Combination
Phillips/square
drive

Screws with star- and square-drive
recesses resist stripping better than
Philllps-drive recesses, and greatly outperform screws with combination
Philllpsisquare-clrive recesses.

or star-drive recess or do serious damage to their coatings. Phillips recesses
strip out occasionally, and combina·
tion recesses, although handy, Strip
out excessivdy.•
Written by Blll Krier
l'Ilotographs; Marty Ibldwln,
John Hethc:rin&ton. forc:M f'roducIlJ SocleIy

SOURCES
Quality square·drive exterior screws;
• McFeely's
800/443-7937
• Faspac
800/847-4714
www.lastapscrews.com
Quality star-drive exterior screws:
• GAK Canacla

8001263-0463
www.gf1<-canacla.com
Tropical hardwood decking:
• Greenhean Durawoods
8OQ(783--7220
• TImber Holdings ltd.
4141445-8989
www.ironwoods.com

Detailed books on the use 01 wood
products In exterior applications;
• Forest Products Society
8001354-7176
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Foot note: See Talking Back issue
118, page 8, for collapsible
adjustment. Click here to view
I love the comfort and good
looks of Adirondack furnl·
ture. But, when sunny summer days are gone, these
pieces can cause a bit of a
storage problem.
To solve that, I
designed this comfortable project to
fold up and pack
away until fair
weather returns
again. Not only is
this piece a great
stand-alone hem,
but it matches the many
other pieces we've done in
this design theme over
the years.

~12~
...l!m:lSR~

Do;q>"""

Okay furniture builders,
let's start with the backrest

Want to build a matched set?
The collapsible Adirondack chair above matches the glider from the June 1995
issue of WOODe magazine, the patio table and benches featured in the June
1996 issue, and the chair from the April 1998 issue. If you don't have the plans
for these projects, see the box on page 77 for ordering the WOOD PLANS. for
these projects. Also. take a look in the June 1998 issue of WOOD magazine for
the matching side table, planter, and birdbath.

n

1 To form the backrest splats (A, B,
C) cut the pieces to the sizes listed
in the Bill of Materials plus Y.!" in
length. (We cut ours from ~" western red cedar.)
2 Cut eight spacers measuring
V4xlxlY.1" each.
3 On a flat surface, lay Out the back·
rest splats (A-C), as shown on the
Backrest drawing and on Photo A.
Keeping the bottom ends of the
splats flush, clamp the spacers
between the boards as shown.
4 Measure up from the bouom 24-%4",
and lightly mark alignment lines on
each side of the backrest assembly.
(We placed masking tape on our
backrest and made the marks on the
tape. cedar is soft, and pencil lines
can be hard to erase when made
across the gram.) Using spray adhesive, adhere the full-size pattern from
the WOODPA1TERNSe insert in the
center of the magazine to the tOp of
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1999

the assembly, aligning the bottom
edge of the pattern with the two
alignment marks.
5 Using a craft knife (we used an Xacto), cut the paper from between
the boards, as shown in Photo A.
Separate the boards and cut the top
end of each to shape. (We did this
llsing our bandsaw.) Sand the bandsawn ends to remove the saw marks.
6 Drill a blade-start hole in the middle
splat. Cut the apple cutout to shape.
(We used a spiral blade because the
length of the board would not allow
us to completely rotate the splat
under the scrollsaw ann.)
7 Remove the paper pattern from all
the splat tops. If the paper is hard to
remove, tl)' a splash of lacquer thinner to weaken the bond.
Paint the apple cutOut now. To do
this, brush the surfaces around and
inside of the apple cutout with Jacquer. The lacquer minimizes wicking
of the paint to the surrounding
wood. After the paint has dried, usc a
palm sander to sand the lacquer off
the surrounding surfaces.
9 Cut the backrest cleats (0) to size,
bevel-ripping the top edge of what
will be the middle cleat at 24° where
shown on the Backrest drawing. Rout
a :}ij" cove along the outside face of
what will be the top cleat.
10 Lay the splats (A-Gface down on
YOllr workbench, with the bottom
ends flush and a lI.t spacer between
each splat as done before. Using the
Backrest drawing as reference, drill
the mounting holes, and glue and
screw the cleats (0) to the splats. Use
stainless steel screws and polyurethane glue if available.

3W

19V.'

~2V.,

7V.'

BACKREST

TP::x;;t- '¥B' cove

Note: The assembled
backrest is 19W-wide.
The opening betw~n
the armreslsl"bJ
should measure 19¥5'.
24" bevel along
Ihe top edge
(this cleat only)

~~
• •
•

B

(

a

1 v.' deck
screws

--------

I'

L

'-

33'

23¥."

•

'SEETHE
WOOD PATTERNS.
INSERT FOR FULL-SIZE
PATTERNS AND
PARTS VIEW DRAWINGS

c

B

lOW
",

7/6.<" pilot hole
Wdeep

%2' hole,
countersunk

The seat assembly comes
next-it's easy to build
1 Cut the leg spreader (E) and front
slat (F) to size, bevel-ripping the top
edge of the leg spreader at 20° where
shown on the Exploded View and
Parts View drawings. See the pattern
insert in the center of the magazine
for the Parts View drawing. Then,
bevel·rip the bottom edge of the
from slat at 20° and the top edge at
40°. Transfer the pattern and cut the
bottom of the front slat to shape.

Clamp the backrest splats and spacers together, adhere the pattern, and cut the
paper pattern from between the boards.

Co1/tff/ued
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Adirondack Lawn Chair
~.

2 CUI the hanger (G) to size. For

4 Drill Lhe holes for the lI.l" and

hanging the: chair for storage, CUI a
~. radius, centered along one edge of

carriage bolts, then the pilot holes for

the hanger strip.

both seat supportS where marked on
the pattern. separate the pieces.
5 Screw the leg spreader (E), front

3 To form the seat supports (H), use
double-faced tape to tape together
(face-to-face) two pieces of Ix6 mea·
suring at least 38- long. Transfer the
Scat Support paltern onto the lOp
piece, and cut both suPPOrtS to
shape (we used a bandsaw). Sand the
cut edges to remove the saw marks.

the four mounting screws through

slat (F), and hanger (G) to the seat
supports (H), chccldng for square.

6 Cut the seat slats ro to size, leaving
one slat v.r" extra in width. The front
two slats are bevel-ripped as shown
on the seat Assembly drawing.

7 Drill a counlersunk screw hole centered and :$fj- in from the end of each
slat. Working from the front 10 the
rear of Ihe seat assembly, screw !he
slats to Ihe seat suppons as shown in
Pboto B. Use spacers to leave l4"
gaps between the slats where shown
on the Pans View drawing.
S Saving !he extra-wide sIal for last,
bevel-rip its back edge so the beveled
edge is flush with the back of the leg
spreader (E).
eo'ltillUed

1liz" deck screw

J

.." hoi." 00"",."'"

,

/ 1 W deck screw

SEAT
ASSEMBLY
~

x 2' stainless steel
carriage bolt

20"_

y,z" radius, centered, lor hanging

v. x 2" stainless steel
carriage bolt

3" dad<

so.....

F

3"

19W

~

20° bevel
40 0 bevel

~

a

¥ii' stainless steel (
' " hoi.
wing nut and
V? stainless steel
flat waSher
wing nul and
flat washer

,.f.

11h" deck SCf8W
"" hole

¥i x 2- stainless steel carriage bolt

V. x 2" stainless steel carriage boh-l--I-t""l

Working from the front to the back, screw the slats
to the seat supports leavIng 1/.0- gaps between each.
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ARM DETAIL
~'

hole, countersunk
on bottom side

,.............--'

Armrest©
location

.-- .--/ 3' light-duty T-hinges
, '/

#10 , ... '.H.

~,- stainless steel
~

t

~

1 V." deck
\.Ycrews

~I

/"
deck screws
(6 requi.red for . /

K

UK:?"~

each hinge)

~~~

JID~

_

/

I

,,

~~-."

3" light·duty
T·hinge

'"

";;,,,,=====/>
...:.

:::.--~

EXPLODED VIEW

/Y

f/ /

#10 x %" F.H.
stainless steel
deck screw
(6 required for
each hinge)

HINGE DETAIL
SECTION
VIEW

Bill of Materials
L

A' cenler splat

,:

7Y/

"'.

B' inside splats

'"
,,'

2Y,'

31'A'

3Y,'

29W

'" "
'" "
'" "
,:

19W

191h'

1:V..

191h'

5'

371h'

I.'

21'

5.'

1!W..

C' outside splats
D backrest
cleats

.'" §
e
e
e
e

,
,
,

e
e
e
e
e
e

1

1

SEAT ASSEMBLY

J

G hanger
H'seat

'"pPOrt'

1 seal slats

J

."

K' armresl
supports

. . . m·····>,~1
......

~,

0/. x 5'h x 96" Cedar (1 x 6)

0/. x 5'h x 96' Cedar (1 x 6)
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BACKREST

E leg spreader
F tront
seat slat

"1 ©

Finished Size

r TIW

Port

L armresls
M armreSI
connec1or

'"
*'

'"

21'

ARMRESTS

,.-

,: 5Y""
~'

"

, '''''
24*"

le
e
e

,
,
1

11

,

,
,
,

'Cul parts marked wi1h an ' oversized. Trim to fin·
ished size according to lhe how·lo instructions.
Malerlals Key: C-cedar, lG-laminated cedar.
Supplies: 2~' carriage bolls with flat wash·
ers and wing nuts, 2-1/.1x2' carriage bolts with Hal
washers and wing nuts, 1y,' deck screws, 1Yl
deck screws, 3' deck screws, (we used stainless
steel screws); lwo pair of 3' light·duty T-hinges
'with mounting screws, red and green enamel
paint (for apple cutout), exterior finish.
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Adirondack Lawn Chair
Time for your chair to get legs
1 Using the Pans View drawing (or
reference, cut the legs (J) to shape,
taper-eUtling the back edge of each.
Tape the pieces together (face-toface), and mark and drill the ~"
mounting and screw holes through
both pieces at lhe same time. separate
the pieces.

2 Align the
with the

.)fj"

holes in the legs

•

.0

ATTACHING THE LEGS

en

holes in the scat suppon
(H). Stick a W carriage bolt into !.he
~.

holes (0 keep them aligned. Now,
square the legs' front edge with the
workbench top as shown in the
Attaching the Legs drawing. Then,

III

using the lI.l" holes in the legs as

% x 2" stainless
steet carriage bolt

guides, drill mating W holes through

the seat supportS.

v." hole drilled through
leg Q')and seat support@
on bOth. sides

3 To form !.he armrest supports 00,
laminate two pieces of stock together
mcc-Io-face. Transfer the full-size pattem onto the laminated stock twice,
and cut the pieces (including the=:

notch) to shape. Screw the supports
to the outside faces of the legs where
shown on the Paris View draWing,
keeping the fronl surface of the supportS flush with Ihe legs' from edges.

You're almost done except
for.the armrest assembly
1 Using the Parts View drawing for
reference. cui a pair of armrests (1..) to
size and shape. Using Ihe Bill of

ATTACHING
THE HINGES

3" light.-duty T-hInge

% x 2° stainless
sleel carriage bolt

Armrests lying
lace down

With the bottom of the backrest protruding 1
beyond the bottom face of the leg
spreader, hinge the assemblies.

V.-
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Collapsing the chair for storage
Lifl up on the back of the armrest assembly, and push the backrest forward
as shown in Step 1 of the drawing until the bsckresl rests on the seal slats.
Remove the 114' bolts securing the seal supports (H) to the legs (J).
Loosen, but don't remove, the wing nuts on the %" bolts. Fold the legs
back. Slide the 1/4' bolls between the seat slats and backrest splats, and
add the washers and wing nuts. Tighten the wing nuts on the %" bolls.
This setup will hold the assembly flal for storing, as shown in the photo on
page 36. Pick up the chair and hang il on the hanger (G).

lift armrest assembly.

Materials for reference, cut the armrest connector (M) to size, bevel-ripping the front edge at 24°.
2 Drill the mounting holes, and glue
and screw the armrest connector to
the armrests, keeping the armrests
square to the connector.
3 Pin the seat assembly to the legs
with the %" bolts.
4 To hinge the armrest assembly to
the armrest supports (K), position
the armrest assembly good face
down on a flat surface. Then, place
the seat in its folded position
between the armrests, as shown in
the Attaching the Hinges drawing.
Drill the pilot holes and .screw the
hinges to the armrest supports (K).
Then, drill the pilot holes and
screw the hinges to the armrests
(L), l~" from the ends where
shown on the drawing.

Apply the finish, and
take a seat-you deserve it
STEP 1

••
V. x 2' stainless steel
carriage bolt

% x 2' stainless steel
carriage bolt

FOLDING THE CHAIR
Secure backrest to seat with V. x 2' carriage

bolts, wing nuts, and flat washers removed from leg Q).
STEP 2

1 Separate the seat from the annrest
assembly. Finish-sand the pieces and
add a quality exterior finish (we used
Penofin, a penetrating oil finish).
2 Position the backrest, face up on
your workbench, and screw the
hinges to the leg spreader (E) and
backrest splats as shown in Photo C.
The bottom end of the backrest
should protrude 111.1" beyond the bottom face of the leg spreader (E).
3 Hinge the armrests and legs back
together. Then, connect the legs
to the base with the }S" and \1.1"
carriage bolts.
4 Raise the backrest to lock it in
place with the armrest connector..
Ordering plans
Our glider and patio table and benches
were put together as WOOD PLAN~. To
order the Apple Glider plan, OFS-1028,
$12.95 ppd., or the Patio Table and
Benches plan, OFS-1038, $12.95 ppd. call
800/572-9350. These plans are also available through our' internet site at
hllp://www.woodmagazine.com See the
June 1998 issue of WOOD for the matching
side table, planter, and birdbath (call the
number listed above to order a back issue}.

Loosen % x 2" carriage bolt
(re-tighten after chair has been folded).
Remove V. x 2' carriage bolt and wing nut.
WOOD MAGAZINE JUNE 1m

Written by Marlen Kemmet
Project Design: james R. [)owning
IUUSlrations: Kim Downing; Lomajohnson
PhOlographs: Hetherington Photography
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From bottle stoppers
to yo-yos. small turnings often benefit
from a bit of orna·
mentation. Here's
how to decorate
turnings with chatterwork. See page
86 for ways to dress
up the chatter itself.
What's this chatter?
If you've ever turned

anything on a lathe,
you've probably encountered chatter. This phe·
nomenon occurs when
either the tool or the
workpiece vibrates. causing intermittent contact between the tool's cutling edge and the work. The spiral
pattern you sometimes see on a thin
spindJe or the ripples in the bottom of
a deep bowl are examples of chatter.
Chatterwork, a popular technique
for decorating woodturnings, is simply chatter that occurs under controlled (or, as you'll find, semicontrolled) conditions. Turners employ a
tool like lhe one below to produce
chatter patterns on purpose.
The tool, sold by many woodturning retailers, employs a thin steel
blade secured in a stout handle. As the
blade vibrates against the workpiece,
it chatters a pattern into the wood.
But not just any wood. Chatterwork
comes out best on the end grain (but
not the side grain) of dense, closegrained, evenly textured wood.
Maple, for instance. takes chanerwork
well; oak, less so. The process
works well on non-wood
materials, such as tagua
nut, bone, antler, some
plastics, and soft
metals. The material doesn't need to
be hard, just
dense.
Here's the chatter tool, with the blade
Installed, ready to go to work.
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Adjust the tool and get your
lathe ready for chatter
In theory, chauerwork is easy to do.
In reality, getting it right takes a bit of
patience. some practice, and lots of
experimenting. We asked woodlUrner
Bonnie Klein, a chauetwork pioneer,
for some pointers on getting started.
Here's her advice on adjusting the·
tool and setting up your lathe to get
good chatter going.
Tool Tips
tI Adjust the chatter tool's blade so it
extends I lit to I W from the end of
the handle. 111is will be your starting
point; you may need to change the
protrusion distance as you experiment with the tool. ~Once I've adjusted il to the length that works best, I
don't change it,~ Bonnie says.
tI Don't make the lip too sharp. -If
the tip is too aggressive, ~ Bonnie
explains, -it will tear the surface of
your workpiece. - She seldom sharpens her chatter tool.
tI Keep the blade free of burrs.
Lathe Setup
tI Chuck the workpiece firmly.
tI Position the toolrest about 2- from
the surface of the workpiece. The
toolrest height should allow the tool
tip to contact the workpiece slightly
below thc centerline when the tool is

The chatter tool's thin, flexible blade
vibrates against the surface of the wood
to chip out a distinctive pattern.

Well·done chatterwork adds Interest to
these stoppers turned by Jack Rogers.
held approximately level, as shown at
top left on the opposile page.
tI Set the lathe speed. Speed directly
affects the chatter pattern. -The faster
the lathe speed, the farther the sur·
face will travel between bounces of
the chatter tool, - Bonnie says. -A
slower speed wiIJ result in a finer,
more delicate pattern.- Best results,
Bonnie says, come with a lathe speed
of 1,000 to 3,000 rpm for a 2--diametcr workpiece. We found rotational
speeds of of 2,000-2,500 rpm usually
produced a good pattern on 2"-diameter pieces. (See Speed: rpm us. J1>s for
more about lathe speeds.)
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The tip of the blade should point downward and contact the workpiece below
the centerline.

Enough chitchat; let's get
down to some chattering
Lay the round shank of the tool on
the toolrest, with the blade tip pointing down. Swing the handle to the
left to bring the left side of the blade
tip toward the face of the workpiece.
Hold the tool's handle level or slightly
upward, and roll the top of the handle
slightly toward the workpiece to
bring the top face of the blade's tip
to an angle of 80° or less with the
work surface.
Then, with the lathe running, press
the blade against the turning. When
you hear a high-pitched challering
noise, the blade has started vibrating
and cutting into the surface. As the
pitch of the noise increases, pull the
blade sharply away from the surface.
Depending on the material, a couple
of seconds is probably enough contact time. If you hold the tool in place
too long, the pattern will distort.
You should see a narrow band of
chatter. If you don't like the pattern
you've made, scrape the surface flat,
and start over. You can't improve
chatterwork by going over it again;
you'll only make it worse.
Now, try some variations
on basic chatterwork
Once you get the feel of the chatter
tool and can reliably make a pattern
with it, experiment with creating different designs on your work. ~I use a
combination of speed, pressure, and
tool movement to vary the patterns,"
Bonnie explains.
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Moving the tool along the path Indicated by the red
line produced this swirling pattern.

You can experiment with the angle
of the blade to the work, the direction
of movement in relation to the tool's
edge, the speed of tool movement,
and the turning speed. Every time you
make a change in procedure, you'll
come up with a different look.
Tool movement-sliding the tool
outward along the workpieceextends your pattern. As you move to
a larger diameter, you'll need to
increase the pressure on the tool to
keep the chaner going. The chatter
lines will spread farther apart, too.
How fast you slide the tool along the
tool rest also will affect the outcome.

Moving the tool horizontally will
create a more-or-less straight, radial
pattern. Moving the tool diagonally, as
shown by the red line on the turning
in the photo above, generates a
SWirling motif like the one on the end
of the turning opposite page top.
A chattered V-groove offers a subtle
form of chatterwork decoration. To
make a groove, push the blade tip
straight into the workpiece. Pull it
back qUickly when you hear the chattering noise.•
Photographs: Hethcrington PhOl:ography
HllI~tratlon: Roxannc I.cMoillC; LonlaJohnson
Wrltten by Larry Johnston

SPEED: rpm vs.
In woodturning, lathe speed usually
refers to the rotational speed of the
workpiece in revolutions per minute
(rpm). But rpm alone doesn't· tell
everything you need to know. An
important consideration in woodtuening is the speed of the wood's surface
where it meets the tool's cutting edge.
That surface speed, often expressed
in feet per second (fps), depends on
the turning's diameter as well as the
lathe's speed in rpm, as shown at
rigbt. For example, a 2".(jiamctcr disc
would have at a surface speed of
about 17.6 fps at 2,000 rpm (calculated using a factor rounded to four
places). At that rpm, a lO"-diameter
piece would be going about 88 fps60 miles per hour-on the surface.

fps

,SURFACE
SPEED

Oia. = 3"
Oia. =2'
When rotational speed = 2,000 rpm
Surface speed
At
= 17.6 fps
At
= 26.4 Ips
At
35.2 fps

®
®

© '"

Surface speed (ft. per second) =
.0044 x Oia.(inches) x rpm
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TWO-iN-ONE

Seat Step Stool

Why I used southern yellow
pine for this project
When I noticed our local lumber dealer carrying southern yellow pine (also
called longleaf pine), I knew I'd jllSt
found the right material for this project. Yellow pine boards often exhibit
wonderful straight grain, and Ihe 12'long 1x 1Os I bought for this project
had no knots. In fact, none of the
boards I inspected at the lumberyard
had any but the slightest defects in
grain. This pine also exhibits great
strength. A notc of caution, though.
Yellow pine is notorious for Clip and
twist, especially in wide boards. My
recommendation is La consider edgejoining 4- to 5"-wide boards 10 make the
wide pieces called for in this project.

Assistant Design

Editor

Let's start
by forming the sides
1 To reduce the number of individual
glue-lips and for consistent grain patterns on the wide pieces, edge-glue
enough ~" stock for one panel measuring 22x36" and the second 27x32"
after trimming. Cut the 22x36" panel
into twO pieces measuring 22x17~".
See Step I on the Forming the Sides
drawing for reference. Mark one cnd
on each 22x17·}H" panel as "bottom."
2 Cut a !j(j" dado W' deep 8W' up from
the bottom end on the Inside face of
each panel where shown on the Parts
View on the WOOD PATTERNS~
insert in the center of the magazine.
Using double·faced tape, adhere the
two panels face-to-face, with the
edges and ends flush and the dadoes
aligned and facing each other where
shown on Step 2 of the Forming the
Sides drawing. Mark an angled cutline
on the top piece, enabling you to get
one A and one B from each panel.
3 As shown in Photo A, use a straight-.
edge and portable circular saw to cut
COIltirlUed

Stick the two edge-Joined panels together with double-faced tape, and cut
through both to get two As and two Bs.
A

In the kitchen or in the shop, this
handy seat/step stool provides additional height to get to those hard-lo-reach

places. After using its ladder-like capability, fold the top half over for addi-

tional seating.

HINGE
DETAIL
1V'$" brass-plated
piano hinge
16'h" long

\

~'ffi~b~ffi\
'h'deep

,

'

~I

"-:::::::::
5/64" pilot hole
5/8' deep

.~ ~es.L"f/iiJi;';
f ~ ~~;:~:~~lon
bottom face

V~~~cnkgedge

231/4"

i

3/32 ' rabbets
•
112"-dla \...
1/2' d~J
1rUbber w~sher - ~\
~
~
1-....:

i
J.-

3/S' counterbore, 3116' deep
with a 5/32' shank h'_O\le 118 x 2" F H 3/8' plug
centered Inside
wood screw 3116' long

\

I

~©

©

CUTTING DIAGRAM

'

'I' h f '., X11/4·F.H.WOodSCrew~?I~tI·ong
8cameraong
front edges,,'
1/6" chamfer

,-,
........--'
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~
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f..---""\."
"I

c

....----

-""'" ----12"

5 /16'

#8 x 2" F.H.

---....~60bevels
~
"~ > H
9

wOOd screw

H

__

-..::::.. .--'

8
B . . _ _ - L ~ - " " r\
-..,... . . ."
la"bevel
®
®
___
..
'~C(6) -:-", '\ " ®"II ~/~ E <~, ~
II-''::'\,---=--l{---=-"c
::::-.-~ I
1.--'\\" "
12"'~ " "
_____

~

;..;':~~;.®::[:®:A:::";;"~_1 :;;: ~:~'~"

;~3,~ rEr'' 'd ~1-

-

bottom face

4"

1

¥. x 22 x 36" Edge-joined
yellow pine

®
'L,=:::;;=='I
©

IT

.-

©

'-

-'

'--,@,/

'Is" chamfer

'Is" dee

D

e-T""~~W"-;""L'-< ~

Port
A' bottom
side panesl
B' top
siClepanels

ro'

C seal halves

r,'
r,'

0' bottom step

17W EC 2

131/,'

I~'

sr.,'

12W EC

.

'

~

"

::

::

I' back

'Yo'

12>,'.1'

'Cut parts

with

;:::

mar1<ed

,(
r \

~

'"

13W

13'

an' oversized.

r

Mark
as
bottom.

36'

I

fin-

::r;:~:::di~:::e:::~ns:i:::lar,

I

Supplies: 'Sxl'!,' f~thead wood screws, '8x2'
flathead wood screws, ~'-dia. rubber washers, ' _ _ _
lV,s' (open width) brass-plaled piano hinge 16W t-
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...t::=V=IE=W=D=R=A=W=I=N=G~

r:-8'1.~ 22"_

:

sotlmaple,EG-edge·;Oinedstock.

long, clear finish.

SEE THE
WOOD PATTERNs"
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TWO-IN-ONE

Seat/Step Stool
through both pieces. Joint the edges

that you have just cut on both pieces
to remove the saw marks. Leave the
pieces taped together. Cut a 4liradius on the bottom end of the side
panel (A) where dimensioned on the
Parts View and Step 3. Mark the Cut-

line, and make the angled cut along the
front edge of the taped-together pieces.

Cut the rest of
the pieces to shape
1 Cut the seat halves (C) to size. Cut
and I W radii on the outside cor-

S Cut the seat brace (F), tOp brace
(G), the back suppons (H), and back (I)
to size and shape. Bevekut the bottom
ends of the back supportS (H) at 6°.
6 Lay OUI the locations of the counterbores on all pieces except for the
counterbores in E where the back
supports (H) arc fastened and in the
Hs where they are fastened to Ihe rear
scat half (C). Drill the holes. Rout Ii"
chamfers on all pieces as indicated on
the Exploded View and Parts View
drawings. Finish-sand all pieces.

~.

ners where shown on the Pans View.

2 Cut a ~2· rabbet W deep along lhe
inside edge of each seat half. The
combined width of the rabbets should

accommodate lhe folded thickness of
the piano hinge when the edges of
the seat halves are pushed together in
the seal position shown below rigbt.
The combined depth of the rabbets
needs to accommodate the open
width of the hinge plus the thickness

of the tablel-back cardboard spacers
placed between the seat halves when
they are face-to-face in Ihe slep-stool
posilion as shown in Photo B. In case
the two seat halves are nOI perfeclly
flat, the space provided by the cudboard will prevent SI1'CSS on the hinge
in the step-slool position.
3 Cut the bOllom slep (D) and top
step (E) to size plus W in width.
Then, bevel-rip the mating edges at
18° where shown on the Exploded
View drawing. Fit the bottom StCp
into the dadoes in the sides (A), mark
its final widlh, and bevel-rip it to
width. Mark and cut an arc on the bot10m step where dimensioned on Ihe
Parts View drawing.
4 Fit the lap step (E) into the dado in
the rear side panel (8) with their front
18" edges flush. Mark a trim line on the
back edge of E, and cut it to final width.

Now the fun partassembling the pieces
1 Clamp the bottom step (D) in the
dadoes between the haltom side panels (A). Oamp the front seal half (C)
OntO the top of the sides (A). Fit the
brace (F) in place. Check for square.
Using the previously drilled counterbored holes in the sides as guides,
drill pilot holes and screw the assembly (A, C, D, f) IOgcther.
2 Clamp Ihe top slep (E) in the
dadoes between Ule top side panels
(8). Oamp the rear seat half (C) onto
the lap of the sides (8). Check for
square. Using Ihe existing counterbored holes in the sides as gUides,
drill pilot holes, and screw the assembly (8, C, E) together.
3 Glue and clamp the back supports
(Ii) to the back (I), making certain the
supports are parallel and Ihat Iheir
bottom beveled ends are flush.

L

SEAT POSITION
(SECTION VIEW)

1Vi.' brass-plated
piano hinge

16Y,z" long

18"-'
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STEP STOOL POSITION
(SECTION VIEW)

C

Use a tablet-back spacer to separate tile
seat halves and allow proper clearance.

4 Position the beveled ends of the
back supports (Ii) so they are cen·
tered on the lap step (E). To hold the
back assembly (H/I) in place, clamp
the assembly to the rear seat half (C).
Drill Ihe mounling holes through the
top step (E), and fasten the bottom
ends of the back suppOrtS wilh
screws 10 the step.
S Drill holes through the back supports (H) and into the back edge of
the rear scat half (C). losen a \1- rubber washer (a common flat or domed
faucet washer works fine) between
the back supports and the seat. With
the washers between the pieces, drive
the screws. The rubber washers fill the
angled gap between the two pieces.
6 Check thai Ihe top brace (G) fits
between Ihe sides (B). Trim if necessary. Then, drill the mounting holes,
and screw Ihe brace in place.
7 Place the rear top assembly
(B,C,E,G,H,I) on the bottom assembly
(A,C,D,F). Drill pilot holes, and screw
the piano hinge in place to connect
the twO assemblies. Check the operalion of Ihe chair/step stool. Remove
the piano hinge and plug aU the counterbores. Trim and sand the plugs flush.
8 Apply two coats of semi-gloss
polyurethane, sanding between coats.
Screw the hinge back in place.•

CHATTERWORKRUNOVER
Different things to do with

Chatterwork
Decoration
Read about the chat·
terwork technique
on page 78. Then try
these ideas to give
your chatterworked
pieces an even more
distinctive look.
II' Although you can make
the chatter tool work on a
slightly curved surface, flat
areas take chatterwork best.

Featurinc the lnduatry'. most
eomplete selection 01:
• Period Furniture Hardware
• Reproduetlon Furniture
Components
.W~AWUq~.aM~~eJ
• Trunk Hardware
F_ 3:28

• Period FurnIture Kits

_

~

• FinIshing SuWU~ Glu~
Fasteners,

a

Much More!

call1-80005S8-1~

Or Write
Dept. M04' PO Boll 278 Woonsocket, SD S7YJS

The Joy of Sanding
Right!? Who would believe a job as tedious and dusty
as sanding could be a joy?
ThOusands of PerformalC owners do. With their PerformaX-drum
sander... no more sawdust In their laces, no more high and low
spots on their finished
pieces.
Imagine the sallslactlon of sanding a wide
surface (up to 32") to
within .010" unllorm
thickness across Its
lull width. Or sanding
stock as short as 2
1/4" without a carrier
board or scuffed up
lingers. Fanlasize
sanding to as smooth
a surface as you wish
without any elbow
grease.

r-;;:::::::::::::;:;;::--,r:::::;;;.-,

R>ERFORMAV
A
PRODUCTS, INC.

12257 Nicollet Ave. SO.
Bumsvile, MN 55337

V' Ughtly sand over the top
of an applied pattern with
fine sandpaper (say, 220
grit) for a softer look.
Sanding tOO hard or with
coarse sandpaper, though,
can cause the design to disappear altogether.

II' Press a dowel or scrap·
wood block against the
spinning chatterworked
surface to friction·bum the
pattern, as shown top
right. Liglllly sand the
design beforehand for more
uniform darkening.
II' Set off the pattern with
color. You can color the
surface with palms, markers, stains, or other colorants before applying the
chauerwork (center right),
Coloring the chatterwork
pattern itself lends a ditTer·
ent effect (bottom right).

Colored mar1lers, such as this
transparent hightighter, will
II' Add incised lines to bor· accent chatterwor1l designs.

der the chatterwork. Or,
you could tum down the adjacent surface to raise a band
for the decoration, as shown in the photo on page 78.

II' Chatterwork CUI be overdone. It succeeds best when
used sparingly as an accent or highlight.•

1-800-334-4910 Fax (612) Il95-5485
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ASKW

•••

Do I have to buy more machines just to use my planer?
I just bought a new planer from a company that stated, "SalJe money by purchasing cheaper lumber" in its
advertisement. The instructions for the macbine noles:
'1o"r best results one side of the board should be flat
before running it through the planer.» Most of the
"cheaper" Itlmber J bUy is cupped or twisted I ktlOW J
can use a jointer to achieve a flat side on the bounls,
hut I don't want to buy any more expensive machines
so I can "save monty. « /s there another way?
-D(llIe Spir"Ue, Simi Valley, Calif.

When warped boards are run through a planer, the
machine presses them flat, shaving a uniform amount
off the top. Then, the pressure releases as the board
comes QlIl the back with the same warp it went in with.
YOll can take the cup out of a board with very light cuts
on both sides using a portable planer. This will snip off
just the high spots by not pressing the board flat as it
goes through. This technique simply won't help a board
that's twisted though.
So, as a matter of fact Dave, we'd recommend the
addition of one more tool to YOllr shop-a hand plane.
When twisted or cupped boards show up in the
WOOD!!> magazine shop, we troubleshoot the problem
areas with hand planes until they're flat enough to
achieve a tme mnning through the planer. Here's how.

Have a question?
If you're looking for an answer to a question that you
think would interest lots of other readers, we would
like to hear from yOll. Write to: Ask WOOD, 1716

First get yourself a nice long jack plane. A scnlb plane
(a shorter hand plane with a rounded blade) will do the
job qUicker, bIll is harder to control and less versuile.
Now build a pair of winding sticks. Make the sticks
from stable, straight I" stock about 2" wide and 2' long.
For visual contrast when using the sticks, paint one of
them black. Now lay the sticks across the board at opposite ends and Sight across the top edge as shown below
left. 111is sighting should reveal any twist, cup, or wind
in the board.
A plane is designed simply to take off the high SpotS as
it's pushed across the board. If the board needs quite a
bit of help, adjust the plane to cut aggressively with the
iron set deep and the throat w'ide to allow for thick
shavings to pass through. Run the plane along the surface diagonally. Keep the plane at an angle skewed in
comparison to the grain as shown below right so YOll're
shaving off the high SpOtS from side-to-side as well as
end-to-end.
Occasionally, sight down the board to review your
progress. Don't worry that you're scarring up the surface
with those hefty cuts, the goal is to cut a flat surface.
You'll smooth it lip later in the planer. As the board gets
flatter, lighten lip tlle cuts with a less-aggressive iron setting. You're done when the plane is spitting out consistently long, thin shaVings from all over the board.

Locust St., GA310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. For an
immediate answer to your question, try posting it on
one of our internet discussion groups at:
www.woodmagazine.col11
Continued on page 91
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Start Your Own Business

ConUnuedjrom page 88

Am I using
dangerous wood?
I'm a newcomer to woodworking,
and bave been salvaging good pieces
of wood from a iocal pallet company
to make small projects. / plan to use
tbis inexpensive oak, maple, poplar,
and pine to gain woodworking experience before purchasing higher-grade
lumbel'. But a fellow woodworker told
me he'd heard that pallet wood was
soaked in harmful chemicals. How
safe is it to work with pallet wood?

CUSTOM ENGRAVING
No Experience Necessary. No Artistic Ability Needed

·400,000 RPM
Engraving Tool

-Unlimited
Potential

-Complete
Stencils

-f. Diltberto, Elmwood Park, N.J.

We talked with Mark Haller from Iowa
Pallets Ltd, who informed us that a
small percentage of pallets are chemically treatcd. According to Mark, some
pallets destined to carry food and similar cargo are treated for insects. But
most pallets arc simply nailed together
from green (not dried) boards and sent
out for usc. If the wood seems discolored, puts off an uncharacteristic odor,
or you're simply concerned, ask the
pallet company in question about its
seasoning practices. Also, beware of
pallets that were imported from other
countries-trade regulations may
require treatment of this wood against
hannful beetles.
Mark informed us that most pallet
companies do allow woodworkers to
pick through their piles for choice
pieces of lumber, at a much lower cost
than lumberyards charge. A couplc of
drawbacks: Most of the boards are just
3W or 511" wide, and should be dried
before use.

SANDBLASTING

There is no experience necessary because SCM has developed a business
opportunity that will have you producing professional engraving in a few short
hours - just by tracing lines! U's That Easy!
Engrave on.•• • Glass· Wood· Metal· Stone· Marble· Eggs

l

JtOO.75'U'261
J:si~:~~y
It Is
Call Now For Details... -0
~
W140 N5946LJIIy'Road o Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 (414) 252·3989
Clrckl No. 2165

FREE

CATALOG

FEATURING . .

HEGNER

the.: ..etter Scro S'HAl

o )'Ou want a scroll saw that is quieter, casier to use, breaks fewer ht
produces edges that require no sanding? You can enjoy these benefits with the
scroll saw fine Woodworking described as "beautifully built and favored by our
woodworkers" and judged by iMJod magazine as "overall best."
Try one with our thirty-day money-back satisfaction guarantee. You will
agree that HEGNER is the better scroll saw! Call toll-free or write for your

FREE catalog!
COl/UnUM 011 page 92
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ADVANCED MACHINERY

800.322.2226

P.O. Box 312. Dept. 123 • New Castle, DE 19720

.,
ASK WOOD
COlltflluedjl'om /wge 9/

How to keep those green turnings from splitting
/ bave several trees on my property tbat [ try to
use fOT more tban firewood. Trouble is the bowls
/ turn from the green wood seem to crack or
split within a few days. What am / doing wrong?
-Bob Raymoml, Nevadlj City, Calif.

Wood cracks and splits when it dries too fast,
Bob. What was a large piece of timber with lots of
wet sap is now a thin bowl with plenty of
exposed surface for the remaining moisture to
rush out. As the moisture leaves, it swells the
edges causing internal stress and cracking:
So, you need a way to slow the drying
process. Sawyers slow the drying of green boards
by sealing their ends with paint before air-drying
them in a stack.
To slow the drying of bowls, try applying a sealer such as paste wax. Store the bowl away from
air movements and extreme temperature variation. Check your piece daily. If cracking starts,
apply more wax or sealer and place the bowl in a
plastic bag.
Monitor the drying by weighing your bowls daily.
Once the weight remains stable for several days, your
projecl shouldn't crack in the open air. This process

may take 2-4 months. Experienced turners also have
found that they can avoid cracks by turning the bowl to
W' thickness. Bowls this thin emerge dry from the lathe.

Great
•
prtces
on
Makita®
power
tools!

makita.com
ORDER ON-LINE

'I CALL ' . . .·111·4777
80V
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Branch out with
other woods

Whit.

3.7

to work. But it's time 10 branch QUI, ''''d
I (10 have access /0 mosl major wood//Jorking woods. I know (bat, over tbe
ye(lrS, you've /e(lfured different woods

in tbe WOOD. PrOfile section of tbe
magazine. Bllt, COl/ill you offer {/ compar/son of tbe bfggies all in one place?
That would simplify my decision-mak-

;'lg process.
-George ScbUlNllf:ber, HoustON, Mlnll.
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Like a Jot of woodworkers, I've 'lever
strayed too far from tublg only pine in
my projects. After all, fl's cheap and easy

Sugar

While Bb,.,k (b."') While
w.... Ma(>le

Slresi$\s wear

Workllbllil)'
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(),Iwoou '~I')' easy

","'
bIalles are
carbide

Toxicity

You've got it, George. Shown right is a
chart thai compares II of the most popul:u woodworking woods. You'll find
that most woods have their share of ups
and downs.
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The only complete water cooled sharpening system.
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Tormek has created a
sharpening system that can
grind, sharpen, hone and
polish most wood W041<ing
edge tools to a finish that an
old fashioned barber would
be proud of.
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Design

srea~'
It's the ultimate workbench!
It's a downdraft table/
It's a complete air filtration system!

ASK WOOD
CQnti/med/rom page 93

Overspray really roughs my drawers
I like to spray most of my finlslMs. From time to lime, I
find tbat overspray from the polyurethane I use wf/l frost
up on tbe surface to look and feel rough. Sometimes, tbe
finish sprays perfectly, bul other times, like on the set of
drawers I jusl finished, the texture is completely bumpy.
What can I do?
-.4/001"1 Smi'b, Bru"doN, Fla.

Original30"x54·
Only $1099 + S&H

Deluxe 3O"x69·
-Generous Maple Wortdops
·PowerfuI930, 1600. or NEW 28SO CFM Motor
oGFI Convenience Outlet
-AI Benches Shmm with Optional Accessories

.ThJStage Filtering to 0.5 Micron

Free
Catalog!

WOOD
. p.o.

8o;t 2H434o&K1ford, TX 76095

1-800-845-4400

Al, the effectS of overspray have been driving painters and
finishers mad since the technique of spraying was invented. But overspray doesn't just include the stuff that missed
the target. It'S also material that bounced off the surface
and landed somewhere else. For instance, imagine spraying
a bam wall with a water nonle. The wall can accept only a
small percentage of the moisture while the rest bounces
off or runs down the surface.
Something similar to that is happening to your finish, Al.
Some of the fmish bounces off the intended target, and the
leftover polyurethane floats to new surfaces (especially in
enclosed projects such as drawers). The finish panicles
begin to solidify while flooting in the air. Overspray lands
in the form of hardened droplets that don't mix evenly
with the liquid finish on the project surface.
In the WOOD. magazine shop, we practice a few precautions that help us achieve lhe sprayed fmish we're looking
for. First, we leave the backs off cabinets and the bouoms
off drnwers until Ihe finishing is done. This makes accessibility easier, and lessens lhe chances of the finish bouncing
off one surface and landing on another. We also reduce the
air pressure on our gun. You can lell if something is wrong
when, from a 6-10- spraying distanCe, the air pressure is
causing great amounts of bounce-off.
Additional thinning of the the finish will allow the
droplets to mix together instead of drying independently.
Lower air-pressure and thinner finish will result in thinner
coats, so be prepared LO tack on a couple more coats to
your finishing schedule.
When overspray does occur, we wail for the finish to
cure and then smooth it by lightly sanding with 4OG-grit
wet/dry sandpaper and
mineral spirits. •
Remove boltom from drawer
while spraying finish.

Easy, do-ityourself assembly
High quality, durable materials
Assortment of building designs, sizes,
colors and options
Immediate or deferred delivery

UMITED OFFER - 30' J. 36'
(A S9,075 _I

NOW $ 4,635

610 10·

Y

IncU:les $leellrarroes & enct",aIs. galv.
sheeting. tlardwart,lrim and assembly plans.

1-800·663·0553
~MI~
www.miradetrllss.com
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Plastics: A totally rot·free alternative
Allhough just the mention of plastics
is enough to make some dyed-in-the-

wool woodworkers cringe. there's no
denying several key advantages.
Plastics arc impervious (0 fungi,
insects, cracking, and splintering, and
you can buy them in lengths up to 20'
for no additional charge. You can

mill, assemble, and install most of
them as easily as wood, although
some reqUire slight modifications in
woodworking technique. Here's a
look at three plastic-based products
designed for outdoor application.
• Trex: This mixture of wood fibers
and recycled plastic has been on the
market since 1989 and is used primarily as decking. You can't usc it for

structurnl members, but it does provide a splinter-free surface thal looks
pretty good. It does reqUire an occasional cleaning, and mildew can grow
on it t.mder certain conditions. To
prevcnt such mildew, you need to
periodically apply a sealant with a
mildewcide agent.
Trex comes in three shades of
brown. Two of the brown shades
weathcr to gray or light gray within a
few months, depending on which
color you choose. Allhough water
doesn't faze it, Trex does c=xpand and
cOntract slightly across its width and
length with changes in temperature.
You can buy it in most nominallum·
ber sizes <5/4x6" material, supported
16" on center, is typically uscd for
decking) in lengths up to 20'. For thc
location of your nearest Trex dealer
call 800/289-8739. For more infonnation visit via the internet at
WWW.trex.com.

• TimberTech: This composite of virgin plastic/wood fibers shares many
of the same qualitic=s as Trc=x.
TimberTech weathers to gray and is
intended for decking only.
As you can see by the photo at right,
TimberTech has an altogether different profile than other decking materials. Because of its tongue·and·groove
design, it fits tightly together like a
hardwood 1100r. (Holes in the lOngue
of each piece allow for water
drainage.) Screws don't show because
you drive them into the surface just
below the groove. You can trim the
sides and ends with lumber, or use
manufactured starter and trim Strips.
TimberTech measures 1 ~- thick, 6"
wide on the exposed surface, and
comes in 12', 16', and 20' lengths that
you support by joists 16" on center.
TIlis material is not as widely available
as Trex and comes at a premium
price. For morc information call Crane
Plastics at 800/307·7780, or visit
www.timbertech.com.
• Celtec 550: This product comes
in -HI-., lI.!-., ~"-, ~--, and I"·thick
sheets, 4' wide, in any length. It's
made of -expanded- (foamed)
PVC plastic, making it less dense
than solid PVC like you find in PVC
pipes. It most frequenUy is used for
architectural moldings, but you also
can use it to
build furniture,
fences, or lawn
ornaments. It is
not recommend·
ed for decking
or load-bearing
Celtac 550
partS. The prod·

/

Above Left: The most commonty sold
Trex is in the form of 5/4 deck boards
thai weather to a light grey.
Above: TlmberTech appears tan until It
weathers to light grey (unless you seallt
with a UV-blocking finish).
Below Left: Closeup took at Cellae 550.
Below: The siding, architectural trim,
and fencing shown here were milled
from Celtac 550.

uCI has a pure while color that will
yellow slightly after 3-4 years if you
leave it unpainted. A Y.z"x4'x8' sheet
sells for about $75. For more informa·
tion call V)'com at 717/346-8254 .•
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Now build your best-ever outdoor projects!
Dazzle
your
family
and
friends
- it's
fast,
easy,
fun!
• Fabulous shop-tested
outdoor projectspatio ideas, porch
furniture. garden
accessories, more!

• Woods and finishes
perfect for outdoors!
• Easy, step-by-step
instructions!

• Cutting diagrams
and materials lists!
• Full-size project
patterns!
• 112 colorful,
idea-packed pages!

To order now, call toll free:

1-800-572-9350

7 a.m. to 9 p.m. CST; Visa, MasterCard accepted.
Or, send $5.95 (plus $2 shipping and handling; applicable taxes Included) to:
WOODi!l Outdoor Projects You can Build, Dept. WOCW, P.O. Box 9255, Des Moines, IA 50306.

Your 100%
Monev-Back Guarantee
If you're not deJighu,:d with WOOD
Magazine~ Outdoor Projecls You Can
Build, we'll refund every penny.

Your success is guaranteed, start to finish!

••
Random-orbit sander goes where others can't
Of the hundreds of new products
shown at the International Hardware
Fair in Cologne, Gennany, last spring,
only a few grabbed my eye. The
Metabo SXE 400 Electronic Orbital
Sander was onc of them.
With a 3~2"-diameter random-orbi[
sanding pad, the smallest I've ever
seen, it looks like a mixcd breed of
variable-speed random-orbit sander
and detail sander. The SXE 400 does
both parents proud.
The sander saved the day when I
recently restored the front door of
my home. Prior to restaining the
door, it needed a thorough sanding.
As shown at right, the SXE 400
helped me quickly sand the door's

PRODUCT SCORECARD
Metabo SXE 400
ElectronIc Orbital Sander
P"rformam::ll
Pri~

Valu"

*"45 * * * *
*****

For a Metabo dealer near you, call
800/638-2264.

narrow muntins. These areas were
too large to sand with a detail sander,
and would have taken much longer
had I done them by hand.
The SXE 400 removed stock with an
aggressiveness equal to large randomorbit sanders, and its abrasives didn't
load up as fast as those on a detail
sander typically do. The 1001 showed
good manners when I sanded into
corners and along edges as it did not
hammer or mar adjoining surfaces.
The Metabo SXE 400 was easy to
control at full speed (10,000 orbits
per minute) except with fresh 8Q-grit
abrasives. At futi speed, these low-grit
abrasives made the sander a little
grabby so I slowed to about 7,000
orbits per minute until the abrasive
dulled a little. You can dial the
machine to as low as 5,000 orbits per
minute. The tool's electronic feedback circuitry kept the speed constant under varying work loads. like
every other Metabo tool I've ever
tried, this one appears well built.

What about vibration? During 10minute stretches of continuous use,
it never left a tingling sensation in
my hand. Using a I" dust hose and
my shop vacuum, about 90 percent
of the dust was drawn through the
six holes in the pad.
My test unit came with a hook-andloop pad. Available accessories
include a soft pad, polishing sponge,
buffing disc, and nylon abrasive
discs. The manufacturer supplies
high-quality abrasive discs in grits
from 40 to 400.
A tool this specialized clearly
doesn't belong in every workshop.
But, if you frequently sand narrow
panels or frames, and time COlintS,
you'll want to try this tool.
-Tesletl by Bill Krier

• A small business
location
• A workshop for the

do-It-yourselfer

• Storage of sporting
equipment, home
Improvement supplies,
boats and autos

r;;;;~,.
800/891 ·6733 ::~ ~'518
Circle No. 1855
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To ORDER CALL TOLL FREe:

401 Radio City Dt.
Rl 29 • Auto Row
N. Pekin, 1l61M4
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off mat whiny shop vacuum no~.
I installed the 2~·-<liameter muffler
by simply slipping it into my vacuum's exhaust port. Exhausted air
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my ears that lasts long after I shut
the thing off. I'll venture a guess that
yours does the same. Here's an inexpensive mufficr that takes the edge
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.CIn::lllNo,l

WOOD. CLASSIFIED MART
For rates: 1-8001424-3090 Fax 3121464-0512

FREE 1888-99 Edition of

FINISHING/RESTORATlON

THE WOODTURNERS CATAlDG

LINE BOXES EASlLY. SlJmt.on sllellll. 31 ~. Frill Brochure. 00nJef
Products, 111M Court-Bldg: aw, 8eI1emNd IIJ 08502. 1·80003&65]7.

INSTRUCTIONIEDUCATlON
MAGNACfIoIJ'l ean help Y9!' eteate $Ilperior wood PfO!IClS. SOt years al
~ases custom woocIWoi1dng. $1 for detail$: 161).( U.-Mirada Di.. '104,

san Marcos CA 92069.

INVENTIONS
IDEAS. IMVfMlIONS, NEW PROOUCTSl Doe or

Amlr~'s

leading

invention firms can Ilelp you submh 10 Industry, PalMI services. Gall

j·800J28a·IOEA,

JOB18USINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EASY WORMI EXCEllENT PAYI ....ssemble P'OOUCII at Home. Call

Toll Free 1-800-467·5566 EXT. 11856.
S100.00 PER HOUR, woodwl1rkillll ffom y!)U( Qarage, tUIi Of part·time.
NOSlllool fres Brochu,e: Ilome Tech, 1'8OO14~987.

PlANS/KITS/PATTERNS

.._--....

-ArtlMno ... 1de. ".upplIM
-Henry TaIyIor toole
·Robert 8ofb)' tool.
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Hang on for the simple,
yet sturdy, Studgrabbers
Every once in a While, I run across a
product so simple and effective that I
slap my forehead and say.

~Why

didn't

."""",

I think of that?" Such is the case with

._-

Stanley'S Studgrabber Storage Hooks.
These strong zinc-plated steel hang-

·~/Inft-'-auppll..

.SIgr..tun loc* by
RIchard RIfran, Ray Uy,

I

MId DnIcI E11.-t1l

'JIIl:mlnl~

CRAfT SUPPLIES USA
Phone: 1 800 551 8876

vislI our website at www.craltusa.com
Circle No. 830

FACTORY BLOWOUT

ers arc designed to slip over 1Y.z"-wide

wall studs or ceiling joists. And, when
you apply a little weight, the sharp
points bite into the wood, setting the
hook. It's no problem to move a
Studgrabber to a different spot:
Simply squeeze it (releasing the teeth)
and slide it over another stud.
Each Studgrabber hook is rated to
hold 25 pounds, and they hang just as
well on joists. I hung power cords,
tools, my insulate'! coveralls, sporting
goods, and more on them. In fact, I
was so impressed with the holding
power of these devices, I put two of
them side by side on my ceiling joists
and pulled myself up on them. They
bent, but didn't let go.
-Tested by Bob McFu"fllI

~,--,,-:".=II
S""'9o 8uikliJlgs • WooI<shops , Ga.ges • Barns •
Tooisheds ' EqUipment Stornge • RV Stornge •Boat Slolage
•Plane Hangars' Coornercial ~

• FAST Delivery or FREE Storage
• 20 Year Mill-Backed Guarantee
e Easy Do·it·yourself Construction
• Many Styles & Sizes To Choose
o Free Certified Blueprints
• 100% Useable Space
• Maintenance Free
• Financing Available
• All Credit Considered

.,
~

W~

Studgrabber Storage Hooks
Plllform.nee
Prlcll
Valull

Call Today: 1·8O().46J.6062
SiEE!.rnaSiEri.

*****
Al>out $6 for .Ix hook.

*****

To find a Stanley Hardware dealer,

call 800/6224393. Or visil Stanley on
the web at www.slanleyWorks.com

for a FREE BUILDING GUIDE
www.steelmasterbulldings.com
Circle No. 2030
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Delta stands random-orbit
sander on its head
I can't tell you the number of times
I've held my random-orbit sander
upside down to finish-sand small
parts. But the operation is clumsy at
best, and r usually end up filing a fingernail or two in the process. The
engineers at Delta apparently had this
in mind when Ihey came lip with
their Bench Random Orbital Sander.
The machine's 9" sanding disc,
which takes hook-and-Ioop or PSA
discs, orbits flush with the tablcwp to

STEVE WALL LUMBER CO.

'NOW AVAILABLE'

au.lily H.rdwoods .nd W_ortlng mnhin.ry Fot Th. Craftsman
.nd EdltC.rit>M1 InsriMiMs

Thin Craft Wo'od

~~!!!!!!!!!!!'!~!!!!~~!!!:'!!!!J!!~!!!!!!'!!!!!!~!!!!'!!~~~I
Ash

".,

Che,ry..

UPS "

.,

..

Snocials

I.,

f,'OBhJ~~=n'."l1c~y lhe Bd, Ft

Can lot quanlily diKOUnll. Othe, siz.s and
adel av.ileble.

='=~3"&\~=):.:.

effortlessly sanded I1lxlxl2" oak slats
sanded for fear of rounding the edges.
The Bench Random Orbital Sander's
quiet Y.z..hp. induction motor proVides

ample power to drive the disc at
3600 orbils pe'r minUle. Even under
heavy sanding pressure, I could barely slow the motor. And I found its
fan-and-bag dust-collec[ion sySlem
extremely effective.•
-Tested by Bob McFfWflll

send $1.00 For Lumber Catalog

1ace<l2 -'dft or rougIl. Deivered UPS
prefl&ld ~ the ConlinenIal U.S.

PlIed Su..... t 10 C"".ea _

NOlloo

Circle No. 592

give swirl·free smoothing of pieces
too small to secure to a bench. For
example, I attached the fence and
-pieces I normally would've hand-

1/4" - 3/8" -1/2"

4/4
SeIec1
2.25
"
$ 75,00
.,.,.,.414
Seled
1.95
$61,00
Sizes Avallable
Bi'ch..
....,.414
Selec1
2.40 ..... .,.,
...
.,.,.,., .,$79,00 hm::::-;;::"'"T~----1
BuMrool
414
lC
2,00
"
$ 67.00
414
SeIec1
4.00 .
$ 96,00
Hid<ory' Pecan
.,.,.414
SeIec1
2.00 .: .,~.~.""""
$ 69,00
Mahogany (G"""';ne) .414 SeIec1
3.70
.,., .. .,
.,
., .. $ 96,00
M''''IHard}
.414
Selec1
2.80
$ 83,00
Maple $oft)
414
Selec1
2.20
$ 70.,00
Poplar..
.. .,..., 414 Selec1
1.55
., $ 62,00
Red oak
414
Seled
2.40
., .. .,.,
., $ 78,00
Walool
414
Selec1
3.35
...$93,00
WNleOak
""
4I4
SeIec1
2.40
$77.00
C<lda,(AtomalicRod).4I4
lC.BIt. 1.65
$64,00
Cv\lnlss ...
414
Seled
2.25
.,.,.,.,.,
.,.. ., .. .,
$ 72,00
WliilePioe
4I4
F.G.
l.t5
$53,00
Yellow PI"" .. ""
4/4 Clee,
1.80
$ 63,00
Above o,.,eu,e 100' quanll11es oll<llnd"ed _
","",s are :!O bd, ft. bundles <JI
Basswood

~

With Top Roted PSI Dust Co'-,,!i,ec~t;on Systemsl _~'!""J

AI

'SUPER DC250
DUST COWClOR

~I~

'DC3·S PORTABLE DU
COLLECIOR/AIR HANDLER

llJIm

• Powerful 2-1/2 hp motor'
aj.1j2hpmolor a 750CFM a llOV
• 1350 CFM • 220V
5O'11QS€
~
Our most powerful syslem is
..
. perfect/or multiple machine and
....... long runs. It's great/or any home
or commercial shopl
•
WIth.5 MIcron Super I
I High fihrotion SCIg.1

Compoct but power-I WIth.5 Micron
ful, this lightweight
High fiJtrution

SALE PRICE

50 lb. po,tobl, "it

$334~~.1

superl

Sagl ,

SALE PRICE

~aeni~b
;ro~e:lI~~ed $204'~
as an air handled

111

It«A

~
DUST COWCl1ON SymM

-

a 2.1/2 hp.1350CFMa220V
Super efficient dust collection
system maximizes performanca and protects your
impeller from debris.

w...

5

Mk~

SALE PRICE

[~$599~

!~;~~No!,..-by_

......

"LONG RANGER II"
o Re;nlorced

PRODUCTSCORECARD

V:llue

with

heavy duty wire
o Self gtOOJndiog
._~

I

Tum on)'O\lr dUsT collector

*****

30 DAYMONEY BACK GUARANTEEI

*****

rD?nm~

$209

For a pella International dcaler ncar
you, call 800/223·7278. Or visit
www.dcltawoodworking.com
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from onywf.ere in your .Ilojl.
#LR110 110',' Iyslem ..$59.95l.fS
#D088 &.014'10 hol'l ...... $12
#D5O 50 h.oI4'1l hose., $40 lIS 1i95 #LR220 220V Iyslem ..$69.95 $.1.95

and flexible

Delta 31~750
Bench Random Orbital Sander
Performance
Price

..

DUST COWCTOR SWITCH

~~UJ»ditw~
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ANECDOTE

QUAKING ASPEN
The talking tree that reforests the land
All birches, cottonwoods, and poplars
tend to rustle in the wind morc than

other trees, but it's the quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides) that truly

"talks. ~ Because of the shape of its
leaves and their recurved stalks, even
the slightest breeze sets the nee
whispering. And the sound-not

unlike a soft, musical tinkle-stands
out from the coarser voices of its for-

est neighbors. Even its cousin, the
bigtoath aspen, can't approach the
lilt of the quaking aspen.

However talkative, the quaking
aspen has always been looked on as a
weed tree by lumbermen, who call it
popple. Compared to the red oak,
white pine, and yellow birch by
which it frequently grows, the quak-

ing aspen has weak, nondescript
wood. It also never attains the size of

its companions. Yet, quaking aspenand bigtooth aspen as well-provide
the woody pulp favored to manufacture quality magazine paper.
The beaver also holds the quaking
aspen in great favor. Wherever the
tree grows, nature's engineer seeks it
out for building its dams and dens.
No one knows exactly why, but a
beaver will travel a mile or more
upstream from its building site to harvest its material of choice. Then slowly, foot by foot, it drags its find to the "'i'l<'.~
nearby water and floats it downstream to the constnlction area.
And although the beaver and the
pulp logger constantly fell it, the
quaking aspen continues to prolifer- A beaver will travel
ate. In fact, the tree thrives in cut- a mile or more to
obtain
quaking
over areas of forest and barren places aspen
for dams
where fires once raged .•
and lodges.
lllus!r;llion: Jim Stevenson
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Econ-Abrasives
In: MAKE ABRASIVE BELTSANY SIZE,ANYGRtrf
andard Abrasive Sheets

ABRASIVE BELTS
Belts are resin bOnd cloth with a

CABINET PAPER
5O/Pk
lOO/pk
600
$16.70 $3O.00c
800
15.60
27.8OC
loothru l50C 14.50
25.6OC
FINISHING PAPER
80A
$11.15
100thru280A 10.00

$18.90C 3X21
.90ea 6X48
16.70C 3X233/4 .93ea 6x89

NO LOAD PAPER{white)
100 thru 400A $12.25 $21.25C
'C' .. 100 SHEETS

~

bi-directlonal splice, specify grits.
1)(3(1
$ .81 ea 3X24
$.93 ea
1X42
.81 ea 3X27
.96 ea
1X44
.81 ea 4X213/4 1.06 ea
21/2X16 .85ea 4X24
1.10 ea
3X18
.86ea 4X36
1.35 ea
6.24 ea

tJO~TH~ERiij~sn~ZE~SgO~N~RE~Q~UtES~T~

~~I

Velcr08 Vacuum Discs
Hole attern for Bosch sanders

3.50 ea

HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
lamps come w/Pl/C tips and grips.

)?

4'
S;,.

6'

=

$1.75 ea
2.25

8'
3.50
JUMBO ROUTER PADf24')( 361
5'
80
:46
:':;r;~\ ltwll1 not allow small blocks of wood
S' 100 thru 320.45
\ •• ;~:~. to slip out under router or sanding
"-bl . 5 h I " ~.'
applications.
ROUTER PAD
AVBI~
em
oepa"em
ONLY$8.95ea.
·Wide Belts*Rolls*Flap Whee s
•
.Pump Sleeves.PSA Dlscs
JUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK
*Router & Wood Bits*Wood Glue
ONLY $8.80
Dia.

Grit

S'

60

*

price.

$ 48ea

'

*

·MasterCard, VISA, C.O.D. or Check
·SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!I
_
P.O. BoxW1628
·CALL FOR FREE CATALOG
_ ~ Frisco, TX 75034
• TX & NV add appropriate sales tax
-,
(972)377·9779
- Continental U. $. shipping add $5.50 _

Econ-Abrasives

TOLL-FREE ORDERING UNE (800)367-4101
Circle No. 1229
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ALllVOOOllNEARIZONA 8IrSIlCUrUIlSf[ATlJR£,
£~"PIfR whU• •A.r;-/{;,kh"k Ot,~. S"p'r-<H,k rra;,h
FREE SHIPPING 0" b,t:c"Uel OldelS $1110. or more
-All Major Cred,' Cards 'Shipping S3.75 per order
PO. BOI1530·Payson, AZ 85547 ,r,los' items in stock 'Same-day shipping!!
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Creal ROl/ler Bits
FflEE IIEW eJIJlbg bVU 100 NEW BITS g CUTTERS!
g Shaper CI/ffeu! WE'RE ALWAYS OPEN' -800-472-6950
DOING JOINING? WE'RE JOINING HEADQUARTERSI
... Best Prices· Best Selection· Top Quality
~ ~ NEW Don1 throw Illast '1IIorts"
NEW ·v~ FACE T" G

:J

away! Now an afforadable router bit
• FINGER JOINfR WL.1429 "'39.
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~ For tfIt Shaper WL-158D

•

...$11'£''''00\'

1

89.

e

rooter bit lor lip to 1-1/8'
material. WL·U88 w+-'30,
2 PC. SET 'V~ FACE T" G
~ nowln 2Illellor the IIIIper
~ :W'toWWI.·1511'Jm 199.:.
3/4' kll' W\.·1572..... 111988
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1/4' shank WL·1430-1 00\'1~.
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Routerbl1COR ER'tOCKMITltESkl3sJzes
WL·1420·2 (1/4' shank·up to 5/8" material) 00\' 125.
WL·1420-1 (1/2" shank·1/2" to 3/4" materlal'l1or+- I 30.
WL-1420 ~or material to 314" to 1-1/41 .... '3&
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CUTTERS md BEARING
SETS (lo elIwIge depI1 01 WJ

~It

TIrIo-F1uts Cuttsrs available
In 114' nr l{2"shank. AUen
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ftJ lh8
WL·1488·1"", 139.
ftJlheSllljlllrWL.1564".SS9.
: TaG Rouler bit For 1/4" 1!Cl1/Z'
' materlal WL·lm·2 .... 30.

l/2"sIlank WL·1430-2 00\' 124.
lor ~ to 1-1/4' matfrIal
l/2"$lIart WL-143l1 .... 135.
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TaGFLOORINGCumRS
Room
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wrench Jolcl.
let. If tttlt
These great sets aro packaged in
"
:"''''''~~_
an attractive wooden t>o.I!
Available In 1/4" a1Hl1/2" Ihank
riit).
'B·pc. Joint Making Sa'
'f;;7_9
Set 013
2 Straight Bits, 6 Dovetails ~ _
, 6-pc. Roundover Sal
, 5,132" karl w/3 bearings. cuts slot to mall
1/8" 3/16' 1/4"
blscuh sizes. Sample bag of biscuhs Incl.
5/16' 3!8' 1/2" radius
, Rabbeting Bit with 4 bearings lor rabbels
, 5·pc. Covs $11-3{16", 1/4"
01114'.
7f16', 3!8" & 1/2' depth
5/16'. 3/8'. 1/2' radius
, 1f4" kelf Slo' Culler wI1h 4 bearings 'or
cu' s1015 of 1/4", 7{t6",:JJ8"" 112'
Circle No. 1395
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$15, ea
$39,

FINISHING TOUCHES
His woodturning
helps the world's needy

Woodturner Eric Reeves donates his
woodturnlng profits to 'Ooctors Without

Borders USA and other International and
national human-service organizations.

lly day, Eric Reeves teaches English at
Smith College in Nonhhamplon,
Massachusctls. By night, the professor
turns wood.
Comfortable with his aday job~ of 19
years, Eric pursues perfection in his

Nothing but
salvaged stock will do
Dunnage is loose material, usually
large-dimension hardwood, used to
support cargo in a ship's hold. But to
woodworker Erick Marcussen of
OCean Springs, Mississippi, dunnage
and other salvaged wood becomes
his stock of choice for tables, model
ships, and all sortS of things.
~It's my firm policy never to use
anything other than s,'tlvaged matcrials,w says the retired naval engineering writer. ~These consist primarily
of dunnage illegally tossed into the
Gulf of Mexico by merchant ships
and wood from shipwrecks. I'm slill
using some of the 40, 20'-long
Honduras mahogany 2x4s from a
shrimp boat that broke up on One of
our offshore Islands a few years
back," he notes

Erick Marcussen made this coffee table
from cross-cut pecan bordered by leftover oak flooring and pieces of "shipwreck" mahogany.
Erick doesn't limit his recycling
efforts to wood washed up 911 the
beach. He also uses tree roots, building-site scraps, and wood from local
tree trimmers as well. "I get a big
bang out of recycling,· he admits.

night-time turnings. He has, for

instance, mastered the technique of
inlaying a ring of contrasting or com·
plementary wood in his vessels. This
calls for precision in culting and fitting,
a feat that hasn't gone unnoticed b)'
galleries from coast to coast that sell
his work.
Yel, there's another feature of Eric's

woodtuming that makes it distinctive:
He donates his profits from gallery
sales to human-service organizations.
~The more beallliful a woodturning I
can make, the more potential it holds
10 help those suffering or in need,"
says the woodmmer.
Although Eric has aided food banks,
shelters, hospices, Habitat for
Humanity, and other organizations, he
especially likes the work being done
by Doctors Without Borders USA, a
major recipient of his profits. The
world's largest independent medical
relief agency, DWB (212/679-6800,
www.dwb.org) has "olunteer medical
teams in 83 countries where people
are threatened by epidemic, war, and
naturdl or manmade disaster. TIley also
implement vaccinations, medical-training programs, and prevention work. In
1998, Eric met his goal of paying for an
hour's operation of a full}' staffed and
equipped OWB field hOSpital.

ReTool recycles tools
Tired of prowling garage sales for
used tools? Minneapolis-based Grow
Biz International, Inc. has come up
with an alternative: retail stores that
specialize in used tools.
Called ReTool, the new franchised
stores offer quality used tools at half
their original prices, according to
company president Urad Tait. They
also sell new and factory rcconditioned tools. Shoppers can sell their
old tools, too, or tmde up to better
eqUipment, choosing from woodworking tools, mechanic's tools, constmction tools, and garden tools.

The ReTool stores acquire their merchandise from the public, and
through manufacturer's closeouts and
special buys. Many tools carry extended warnnties, and slOres offer burback prices for tools returned within
up to 60 days.
ReTool (800/2694075), now with
slOres in Detroit and Minneapolis,
plans to cventually have 500 stores
nationWide. The parent company
sells franchises for other used-goods
storcs as well-Play It Again Sports,
CompUler Renaissance, and Music Go
Round, to name a few.•

At ReTool stores, do-it-yourselfers browse past displays of used tools offered at
half the original prices, as well as manufacturers' closeouts and other special buys.
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20° bevels
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Space slats ‹" apart.

¸" holes, countersunk

20° bevels

I

PATTERNS

Join patterns here.

®

For your woodworking convenience

15° bevels

5"

›" hole

JUNE 1999
Dear Reader: As a service to you, we’ve included full-sized
patterns on this insert for irregular-shaped and intricate project parts. You can machine all other project parts using the
Bill of Materials and the drawings accompanying the project
you’re building.

H

40° bevel

SEAT SUPPORT

¸" holes, countersunk

ISSUE 115

(2 needed)

F

G

Page 20

Sawhorses
Adirondack lawn chair
Seat/step stool
Crown jewel clock
Sidewalk Speedster

Page 72

20° bevel

H
Join patterns here.

Page 59

SEAT SUPPORT
(2 needed)

Page 80
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5‹"
2ﬂ"

END VIEW

FRONT VIEW

40° bevel along top edge

R=2ﬂ"

F

21"

3"

Front face
‹"

F

40°

R=1"

3"

3"
1‹"

FRONT SLAT
1ﬁ"

Location of M

20°

20° bevel along bottom edge
1"

1"

1ﬁ"

PARTS VIEW

‡"

Location of K

5ﬁ"

ADIRONDACK CHAIR
FULL-SIZE PATTERNS
AND PARTS VIEW
DRAWINGS
See page 72

BACKREST
FULL-SIZE
PATTERN

1"

L
28ﬂ"

¸" holes,
countersunk

2"

ARMREST
(2 needed)

3"

ﬁ"

2ﬁ"

8"

ˇ"

‡"

K

4"

›" hole
R= 2ﬂ"
2›"
3ﬁ"

‹" hole

‡"

ARMREST SUPPORT
(2 needed)

2ﬁ"
Location of
K

J
19‡"

LEG
(2 needed)

C

B

A

B

Hinge
location

C

1ﬁ"
R=‡"
2‹"

R=‡"

›" round-over
on inside edge

1" hole for hanging

R=5"

B

BODY SPACER
(3 needed)

L

5‰"

FENDER

›" groove
›" deep, centered

SAWHORSES
FULL-SIZE PATTERNS
See page 20

(Inside face)
(2 needed)
3‹"

BEAM END

ﬂ"

R=5"

1" hole for hanging

(2 needed)

1"
¸" shank hole,
countersunk on
outside face

5"

SIDEWALK SPEEDSTER
FULL-SIZE PATTERN
AND PARTS VIEW DRAWINGS
See page 59

Ç" pilot hole,
2‡" deep
(Centered from side to side
in center body spacer)
R=2‡"

STRETCHER END
(2 needed)

6"

11°

11°
F

AXLE SUPPORT

10›"

4Œ"

6›"
2ﬂ"
Thread
rod end

I
›"

REAR AXLE

H

3"

ﬁ" hole

‡"
¸" shank holes,
countersunk
on outside face

¤" hole

PARTS VIEW

‡"

Front
Location of F

R=‡"
12ﬁ"
6‹"

Center
mark

2"

1‹" 1‹"

1ﬁ"
2ﬁ"

2Œ"

2"
8‹"

4"

8‹"

2‡"
R=4"

C

FRONT SEAT
HALVE

4›"

CLOCK
PARTS VIEW DRAWINGS
See page 42

Note: Cut pieces to 7ﬁ" long,
and then miter-cut to length.

13"

Ï" rabbet
ﬁ" deep

16ﬁ"
›" counterbore, ‰" deep with a
¸" shank hole centered inside

I

‡" dadoes
¤" deep on
bottom face

BACK
PARTS VIEW
Note: Not full-size

22ﬁ°

3"
Ï" rabbet
ﬁ" deep

A

MOLDING
(8 needed)

2"

8‹"

Sand or rasp clearance
for dial pan into edge.

Location of H

R=2"

10‹"
¤"

R=1ﬁ"
8‹"
8‹"

‡"

›" hole

1ﬁ"

BACK SEAT
HALVE

SEAT/STEP STOOL
PARTS VIEW DRAWINGS
See page 80

4Å"

‡"
5"

C

1¤"

2ﬁ"

6„"

¤" chamfer
along front
edge only

¤" chamfer
along outside
edge only

B

TOP SIDE
PANEL

13° bevels

‡"

‡"

(2 needed)

PARTS VIEW

12¤"

Location of F
‡" dadoes
¤" deep
inside faces

6Œ"
6"

6„"

R=6¤"

›" counterbore, ‰" deep
with a ¸" shank hole
centered inside

17›"

¤" chamfer along
top edge only

›" hole
B

Front edge

13‹"

R=3"

17›"
4‹"

4‹"

3ﬁ"

1"

BACK

12"
2›"

2ﬁ"

¤"

5ﬁ"

A

6"

8ﬂ"

BOTTOM SIDE PANEL
(2 needed)

Location of G

CLAMP
PRESS

12"

8‹"

D

BOTTOM STEP
R=4Œ"

ﬁ"

18° bevel
13‡"

2ﬂ"

4"

9‡"

8Œ"

4"

